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ABSTRACT
DNA replication and maintenance are an integral part of the continued survival of
all life on this planet. Therefore, the collection of proteins and the mechanisms they
employ to maintain and copy DNA in the presence of continuous damage
experienced from everyday life is vital. Although these proteins have been
rigorously studied in their structure and function, there is still more to know and
understand. Exonuclease proteins perform an essential role during DNA replication
and repair, with analogues existing in every organism. They act as a source of
proofreading during replication, play a role in repairing DNA damage and prepare
the DNA for recombination.
Exonucleases have been studied extensively over the last couple decades in using
primarily bulk ensemble assays, from which a significant amount of important
information has been gathered. However, bulk ensemble assays can only observe
the average behaviour of large numbers of proteins and cannot observe the
behaviour of single proteins directly. This study focused on investigating the activity
of exonuclease proteins on DNA at a single-molecule level using primarily forcedbased techniques. The aim of this project was to establish single-molecule assays to
visualise the kinetics with which different exonucleases digest DNA. The
processivity and digestion rate of three different exonucleases were studied during
the studies described here (E. coli Exonuclease III, E. coli Polymerase III, and E. coli
Exonuclease V) using a single-molecule hydrodynamic stretching assay that
measures the length of DNA coupled to a bead. Results are consistent with
previously reported bulk biochemistry studies showing the highly distributive
nature of Exonuclease III, with Polymerase III and Exonuclease V being far more
processive. This body of work forms a basis for future work into the mechanisms of
action of exonuclease proteins, with an opportunity to focus on the effects of
physical forces on the enzymatic activity.
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Abbreviations
ATP

Adenosine Triphosphate

BIO

Biotin antibody

BSA

Bovine Serum Albumin

dsDNA

Double-Stranded DNA

DTT

Dithiothreitol

DIG

Digoxigenin antibody

EDTA

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

FOV

Field of view

LES Buffer

Loading Dye, EDTA, and SDS Buffer

PBS

Phosphate-buffered saline

PCR

Polymerase Chain Reaction

PDMS

Polydimethylsiloxane

PEG

Polyethylene glycol

SDS

Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate

ssDNA

Single-Stranded DNA

TAE Buffer

A buffer containing Tris base, acetic acid and EDTA

UV

Ultraviolet
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review
1.1

Overview

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a molecule that is present in all forms of life and
contains the entire genetic code for the function of that organism [8]. Each species
carries its own specific DNA code within its cell(s), which distinguishes the species
from to the countless others on this planet. While seemingly different at the
macroscopic scale, the DNA sequence between species can be remarkably similar
with for example humans and chimpanzees sharing up to 95% of their DNA
[9].DNA consists of two separate phosphate-sugar based chains that are connected
to each other through the hydrogen bonding of corresponding nucleobases on each
strand. This bonding produces a 36° rotation between individual segments,
therefore repeating every 10 segments [10]. Each section of the chain on the
double helix consists of three separate components: a nitrogen containing
nucleobase, a phosphate group and a sugar known as deoxyribose. There are four
nucleobases (shown in Figure 1.1) in DNA, split into two groups known as the
purines and pyrimidines. The purines consist of adenine (A) and guanine (G), while
the pyrimidines consist of cytosine (C) and thymine (T) [8][1]. When combined
into the DNA double helix, nucleobases on each strand of the DNA will form
hydrogen bonds to pair with a matching base on the opposite strand. Thymine will
bond with adenine and cytosine will bond with guanine. Deviations from this
pairing will lead to significant deformations in the DNA structure potentially
leading to impaired replication and transcription.
10

Figure 1.1: (Left) The structure of the 4 nucleobases that make up DNA. (Right) the structure of DNA
helix with how each base connects to its respective pair [1].

Due to the importance of DNA for functional life and reproduction, there is a need
for organisms to maintain a pristine copy of their DNA. DNA damage exists in many
forms, with organisms going through many hundreds of individual damage events
per second [11]. These processes vary from structural damage to the phosphate
deoxyribose structure to nucleotide chemical alterations within the DNA. The
damage inflicted by the afore mentioned sources of DNA damage must be repaired
by the cell or the cell may trigger cell-death pathways such as apoptosis because of
the damage.

1.2

Proteins

Proteins are large biomolecules that consists of one or more long chain amino acids
that are joined end-to-end by the formation of peptide bonds [12]. Proteins provide
a variety of different functions inside the cell ranging from DNA replication to
providing cell structures. The function of each protein is dependent on the 3D
structure of the folded amino acid chains, with the combination of amino acids
changing the folding pattern of the protein [8]. Proteins can have specific structures
to interact with other biomolecules such as DNA which can make them highly
specialised in their function. They are also capable of binding metal cations such as
11

calcium, zinc or magnesium essential for their function. [12]. In this section, I will
introduce the three proteins used in this study.

1.2.1

Exonuclease III

Exonuclease III is a multifunctional repair protein that is found in Escherichia coli
that belongs to the exonuclease family of proteins (structure shown in Figure 1.2).
Exonuclease III exhibits several different activities including 3’ diesterase repair, 3’
→ 5’ exonuclease, 3’ phosphomonoesterase and ribonuclease activities [2]. The most
prevalent form of activity conducted by exonuclease III is the stepwise removal of
nucleotides from double stranded DNA in the direction of 3’ to 5’. Exonuclease III
can start the removal from either a 3’ hydroxyl terminus or from a 3’ end produced
from a nick in the double stranded DNA [13]. Exonuclease III is not active on the 3’
ends of single stranded DNA, and therefore protruding 3’ ends are resistant to
exonuclease activity if they protrude by more than 4 base pairs [14].

Figure 1.2: The structure of exonuclease III, based on X-ray crystallography. The yellow colour
indicates beta strands, alpha helices are the blue coils, the red tubes are protein loops, and the green
spheres are divalent metal ions [2].

Exonuclease activity in the cell is generally used as a method to remove damaged or
mismatched base pairs (through a process such as base excision repair) before the
DNA can be successfully repaired using a separate protein (usually a polymerase)
[15]. Using an exonuclease before repairing the strand of DNA is advantageous in
12

lowering the chance that the repair protein will stall, therefore minimising the
probability of mutations [16]. Exonuclease III has several dependencies that effect
the rate at which it digests DNA. The rate of nucleotide removal depends on the salt
concentration, temperature and DNA sequence. Cytosine is the most favoured
followed by thymine, adenine and guanine being the least favoured [17]. A higher
salt concentration or higher temperature slows the rate of digestion, or potentially
inactivates the protein entirely [14]. Furthermore, as exonuclease III displays a
prominent concentration dependence on the rate of digestion, with a higher
concentration dramatically increasing measured rate of nucleotide removal [14].Its
suggested in literature that the exonuclease’s concentration dependence is related
to the number of available 3’ ends and nicking sites available [14]. If a length of linear
DNA template were to have a significant number of nicks readily available, the
number of 3’ ends would be far larger than natural double-stranded DNA. In the
scope of this project a template refers to a significant length of double stranded
linear DNA (several kb’s) with functionalised ends that was used experimentally to
determine protein activity on DNA. The presence of multiple nicks and 3’ ends would
allow for multiple exonuclease III proteins to associate with the DNA
simultaneously, resulting in a far greater digestion rate as each protein works in
unison. Previous reports have estimated the digestion rate of a single Exonuclease
III to be 400-600 nucleotides per minute (about 7-10 nucleotides per second)
[18][19].

1.2.2

Polymerase III Core

Polymerase III core is a protein from Escherichia coli that is essential to the
replication of DNA and therefore reproduction of Escherichia coli itself. Pol III
consists of 3 subunits; α, ε and θ which function together to provide both polymerase
and exonuclease activity [20]. The α subunit is the main subunit and is responsible
for the polymerase activity of the protein. α’s polymerase activity is in a 5’ → 3’
direction and polymerises approximately 7.7 nucleotides per second [21]. The 
subunit contains the 3’ → 5’ exonuclease activity for Pol III core [22]. The subunit can
only bind to ssDNA when the DNA is not bound to the α subunit active site and has
an approximate digestion rate of 5 nucleotides per second. The θ subunit stimulates
13

the proofreading ability of the  subunit [23]. The α and  subunits can function alone
but at a much-reduced activity rate. When in an

complex, polymerase activity

increases by 2-fold and exonuclease activity increases by up to 80-fold [21].
Furthermore, with the addition of  and θ subunits Pol III has a much higher
replication fidelity, making significantly less mistakes during replication [24].

Figure 1.3: A schematic diagram of the complete Pol III holoenzyme with all the subunits present. The
three main components of the enzyme are the β sliding clamp, the core polymerase and the γ clamp
loader complex [3].

In this study, we are primarily interested in the exonuclease activity of Pol III core
as opposed to its replication activity. One goal of this project was to identify an
exonuclease with very high processivity. Processivity is defined as the number of
consecutive nucleobases the protein can digest before the protein dissociates from
the DNA substrate. Ideally, we seek the highest possible processivity without
compromising the digestion rate. Pol III core has a limited processivity when
singularly bound to the DNA. The addition other subunits from the Pol III
holoenzyme the processivity can be significantly increased [25]. The β subunit is a
sliding DNA ring that is loaded onto the DNA via the ATP activated clamp loader γ. δ
and δ’ bind to β and stimulate clamp loading respectively. The τ subunit dimerises
the core and connects core to the γ clamp loader subunit [25] [26]. The β subunit
forms a ring around the DNA after being loaded by γ and binds securely to Pol III
core. The β dimer alone is free to diffuse along the DNA and when bound to Pol III
core dramatically increases processivity [27] [28]. The high processivity exhibited
14

by Pol III is ideal for this project and should be more than capable of digesting DNA
templates multiple kilobases in length in a single binding event.

1.2.3

Exonuclease V

Exonuclease V (or more commonly known as RecBCD) is a nuclease and helicase
protein that is present in Escherichia coli. Its primary function in the cell is to assist
in the repair of double-stranded DNA breaks by recombination repair, preventing
potentially lethal damage to the cell [29]. The enzyme consists of three separate
subunits; RecB, RecC, and RecD, (shown in Figure 1.4) with each having a specific
function and being encoded by a separate gene [4]. The protein has a DNA footprint
of approximately 20 base pairs with a high affinity for DNA blunt ends [30]. The RecB
subunit is a 3’ to 5’ helicase and exonuclease, while the RecD subunit is a helicase
with 5’ to 3’ activity but no exonuclease activity. Both helicase activities require ATP
to unwind DNA and function together to progressively unwind the DNA strand. Each
subunit acts as a ssDNA motor pulling the two DNA strands past RecC which
separates the two strands [4]. Although both helicases function together to
progressively unwind the DNA, RecD has been shown to act faster than RecB [31].
The RecC subunit is unique as it recognises a specific sequence on the DNA known
as the χ site (5’ - GCTGGTGG - 3’).In this study, the main interest in RecBCD is in its
helicase and exonuclease activity as opposed to its role in recombination repair.
RecBCD exhibits an extraordinarily high helicase processivity when operating under
standard conditions, with it being able to unwind up to 30 kb of dsDNA [32]. The
processivity of RecBCD is enhanced by high ATP concentration and hindered by a
high salt concentration [32]. For exonuclease activity magnesium cations must be
present in solution. Calcium ions displace magnesium ions and deactivate
exonuclease activity. The extended processivity of RecBCD compared to other
exonucleases makes it ideal for flow-stretching experiments were the goal is to
digest a single long length of DNA within a single binding event.
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Figure 1.4: The structure of exonuclease III, obtained using X-ray crystallography. The yellow is beta
strands, alpha helices are the blue coils, the red tubes are protein loops, and the green spheres are
divalent metal ions.[2]

1.3

Single-Molecule Biophysics

Traditionally, molecular mechanisms are studied by utilising ensemble assays that
examine large numbers of proteins simultaneously and draw observations from the
averaging of these ensembles [33]. Ensemble assays provide substantial
information about the activity of proteins and enzymes with the benefit of being
simple and requiring minimal experimental equipment. However, due to the inherit
averaging of results from ensemble experiments, rare or unusual events can easily
be being unobserved or unaccounted for. As such, the single-molecule assays
provide opportunity to gain additional mechanistic insight unavailable through
their ensemble cousins [16].
The field of single-molecule biophysics is considerably increasing in popularity over
the previous two decades due to its utilisation of single-molecule imaging
16

techniques [33]. These techniques strive to image and characterise individual
interactions between molecular components and probe further into the underlining
mechanisms. Single-molecule techniques vary significantly in the methods used to
image single molecules. Techniques vary from tagging an enzyme with a fluorophore
for tracking by a fluorescence microscope, to physically manipulating a molecule to
observe the effect of forces and torque on the molecule’s behaviour [18].
Some of the most common force-based single-molecule techniques are optical
tweezers, magnetic tweezers, and flow stretching microscopy. These techniques
generally involve the tethering of DNA to a surface with a small bead attached to the
other end of the DNA. A force is applied to the bead, stretching the DNA to near its
crystallographic length. Proteins load from solution onto the DNA and affect the
length of the DNA, which can be easily measured from the movement or force on the
bead. These techniques are ideal when investigating protein-DNA interactions that
change the length of the DNA. Alternatively, optics based single-molecule techniques
exist that directly visualise the proteins on the DNA, including multiwavelength
fluorescence microscopy and single-molecule Fluorescence Energy Transfer
(smFET) [16][33].

1.3.1

Flow-Stretching Microscopy

In this project two single-molecule techniques were used to examine the interaction
of DNA exonucleases with their DNA substrate. Flow-stretching microscopy was the
primary technique used during this project, ideal for measuring digestion rates and
processivity on a large number of molecules simultaneously. The secondary singlemolecule technique used was fluorescence microscopy, which was used to observe
individual DNA templates to ensure template quality.
Flow-stretching microscopy is a relatively simple method of imaging many singlemolecule events simultaneously [7], while retaining significant information about
individual molecules. This technique benefits by acquiring large amounts of data
from a single experiment, typically recording hundreds of single-molecule events
17

per assay. This combined with the short experimental time, with each assay
requiring approximately 3 hours allows for the rapid collection of data. Flowstretching microscopy utilises the differences in structure of single-stranded
(ssDNA) and double stranded(dsDNA) to determine the activity of proteins present
on the DNA template. This is accomplished by comparing the length differences of
ssDNA and dsDNA when under tension (shown in Figure 1.5), with dsDNA being
significantly longer than ssDNA at low forces (< 5 pN) owing to its more rigid
structure.

Figure 1.5: (Top) a schematic of a DNA template anchored to the glass slide in the flowcell [5]. (Left)
The comparison of ssDNA and dsDNA lengths under different forces. At approximately 3 pN dsDNA
is near its crystallographic length, not extending significantly further with additional force. (Right)
A gaussian cross section of a bead after recording [6][7].

The flow-stretching assay utilises a DNA template that has been anchored to a biotinPEG functionalised glass slide using a streptavidin-biotin linkage, with a one end of
the DNA template functionalised with a biotin. A paramagnetic bead coated with
18

digoxigenin antibodies is attached to the end of the DNA opposite to the biotin
anchor using a digoxigenin-modified oligo handle at the end of the template. This
template is flowed into flowcell (an approximate 100 µm deep channel formed in
PDMS placed on top of the glass slide) via a laminar flow of aqueous buffer. The
solution is through the flow cell using a syringe pump connected to an air spring.
The combination of the small step size of the syringe pump and the buffering
capacity of the air spring provides a constant laminar flow throughout the flowcell
[5]. The flow of buffer provides a consistent drag force upon the bead (<3 pN) that
stretches the DNA chain out to 90% of its crystallographic length, exclusively by
reducing the degrees of freedom of the chain without causing any mechanical
deformities to the DNA or affecting in any DNA-protein interactions [16]. The
addition of a strong magnet above the flow cell in combination with the
paramagnetism of the beads lift the beads from the surface of the glass and places
them in the laminar flow off the buffer. This prevents non-specific binding of the
bead to the surface.
Under this tension dsDNA is significantly longer per base pair than the length of
ssDNA per nucleotide [5]. If the dsDNA template is converted to ssDNA the template
will shorten towards the tether point and eventually collapse into a ball-like
structure. The difference in length of the ssDNA and the dsDNA can be accurately
inferred from the force been applied by the laminar flow. Therefore, accurately
tracking the location of the bead over time can give detailed information the activity
rate of the protein/enzyme on the template. Typically, the bead is directly observed
on a darkfield microscope while be recorded and then tracked by using a 2D
Gaussian fit. Depending on the camera resolution, a typical resolution of 50 nm
(approximately 150 base pairs) can be observed and tracked [16]. Beads are tracked
individually and activity rate and processivity data can be easily obtained. A
significant advantage of a flow stretching microscopy is the large amount of highresolution data from a relatively inexpensive setup of equipment. For a minimal
investment cost, mechanical-based single-molecule interactions can be tracked and
observed at a sub-micron spatial resolution and sub-second temporal resolution [7].
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1.4

Aim

The aim of this study was to study three nuclease proteins (E. coli Exonuclease III,
Polymerase III, and RecBCD) using single-molecule tools and characterise their
processivities and their double-stranded DNA digestion rates. This work has been
done in preparation for a project involving nucleases as processive machines to
compress groups of β clamps on increasingly shorter stretches of dsDNA, with the
overall goal to test the hypothesis that the compression of β clamps would cause a
decrease in digestion rate and overall processivity of the nuclease proteins. While
these experiments are yet to be implemented, the work described in this thesis
provides a strong foundation for future experiments.

1.5

Project Overview

The initial aim of the project was to characterise three separate exonuclease
proteins from E. coli (Exonuclease III, Polymerase III, and RecBCD) and determine
which had the highest processivity while maintaining digestion rate using a singlemolecule DNA-digestion assay based on flow-stretching surface-tethered DNA
molecules. The overarching goal of the project was select a protein that is capable
of digestion tens of kilobases of double-stranded DNA. Once characterised, the
exonuclease with the most suitable digestion characteristics would be used to
compress sliding β clamps along the portion of the DNA chain downstream of the
exonuclease and observe the digestion rate as the population of the sliding clamps
become more and more compressed on the shortening double-stranded DNA
portion of the digestion template. The hypothesis is that the compression of the β
clamps causes a gradual decrease in digestion rate of the exonuclease, similar to
gas being compressed in a piston.
The aim of Chapter 3 was to characterise the digestion rate and processivity of
Exonuclease III and construct a suitable DNA template for use during the project.
Initial experiments were conducted, resulting in the observation of digestion rates
that were five times than expected and dynamics that suggested the simultaneous
20

activity of multiple nucleases. Later experiments revealed that multiple nicks in the
template allows for multiple proteins to bind simultaneously, leading to the larger
digestion rates than expected. An attempt to optimise the DNA production protocol
was not successful. A different assay based on PCR was then used to synthesise long
stretches of undamaged DNA. Subsequent results with Exonuclease III matched
expected rates, but the low processivity was deemed unsuitable for further work.
Chapter 4 aimed to characterise Polymerase III on the now more reliable PCR
template. Flow-stretching microscopy was used to determine both the digestion rate
and digestion length over different conditions similar to the experiments conducted
with Exonuclease III. Pol III proved unsuccessful, as similar to Exo III was unable to
completely digest the 21 kb PCR template and had no function on the shorter 7 kb
template.
Chapter 5 describes the use of the highly processive RecBCD protein to digest the
21-kb template in a single binding event. Success was seen in 10% of the results with
the entire template digested. However, experiments to improve this yield were
unsuccessful and RecBCD showed no activity on a shorter 7-kb template. Bulk
experiments were conducted on the 21-kb and 7-kb template showing RecBCD
activity, but due to time constraints further experimentation had to be halted.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods
2.1

Materials

All chemicals and solvents were commercial grade and provided by the Dixon and
Van Oijen groups at the University of Wollongong. MilliQ water was supplied from
an in-lab filter. All lab equipment used during this project was regularly cleared and
maintained appropriately. Training and supervision were provided for the use of
specialised equipment.

2.1.1

Buffers

All buffers were made in the lab as needed from commercial grade reagents.
Digestion buffer was the primary buffer used during this project, being designed for
use in the flow-stretching bead assay. The buffer consisted of 50 mM Tris HCl pH 7.6,
50 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mg/ml BSA, 0.025% Tween 20, and 0.5 mM EDTA.
The buffer was made up to a total volume of 1 L, mixed with a magnetic stirrer,
filtered through a 0.22 µ filter and stored at 4 °C. Duplex buffer was used for the
ligation steps for both the ligated and repaired templates. The buffer contained 10
mM Tris pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, and 50 mM KCl dissolved in milliQ water and filtered
before use. TAE buffer was the primary buffer used for the gel electrophoresis
experiments conducted during this project. The buffer was made at a stock
concentration of 50X and diluted to 2X for use in each experiment. The 50X stock
was made up to 500 ml containing 2 M Tris, 1 M Glacial Acetic Acid, and 50 mM
EDTA. LES buffer was used during gel electrophoresis assays to quench the activity
of DNA nucleases and assist in the loading of the reaction into the gel. It was made
prior to each experiment and used within a week. It consisted of 95 µl 6x DNA
Loading Dye, 106 µl 0.5 M EDTA, and 59 µl 10 mM Sodium dodecyl sulphate. TE
buffer was used to store all DNA products synthesised during this project. It was
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made in small amounts when needed and consists of 10 mM Tris HCl pH 7.6 and 1
mM EDTA.

2.1.2

Proteins

In this project, several proteins were used. Exonuclease III and RecBCD were
purchased from Genesearch Australia. All polymerase III proteins were supplied by
Dr Slobodan Jergic. The αl subunit was purified using a three-stage chromatographic
separation [46]. εl, δ’, δ, γ3, θ and β2 were all purified using chromatographic
purification [41][47][48].

Proteins were stored appropriately in -20 °C freezers or in -80 °C freezers
depending on specific requirements. All proteins were kept on ice during
experimental work and time spent outside the freezer was minimised.

2.1.3

DNA Storage

All DNA templates synthesised during this project were stored in individual aliquots
of 50 µl at -20 °C. Once required, an individual aliquot was taken from the freezer
and thawed in the fridge for use. Due to concerns of the continual freeze/thaw cycle
causing permanent damage to the DNA template, once thawed the DNA aliquot was
stored at 4° C until depleted.

2.2
2.2.1

Methods
DNA Templates

During this project four separate DNA templates were synthesised for use in the
bead stretching and ensemble assays. Each template was synthesised by using
lambda phage DNA as a platform and altering it with oligos. Each oligo can have a
small molecule attached to either of its ends such as biotin which add significant
23

functionality to the template. The two most frequently utilised moieties to
functionalise DNA during this project were biotin and digoxigenin which both have
extremely high affinities to streptavidin and anti-digoxigenin, respectively.
The first two templates were synthesised to be 48 kb long using hybridisation and
ligation. They were designed to have a single exposed 3’ end that allowed the loading
of a single 3’ to 5’ nuclease. A biotin oligo was used in conjunction with a
complementary fork oligo to attach the template to the glass surface and a
digoxigenin oligo used to attach a bead to the templates other 3’ end. The glass
surface contains a “turf” of biotinylated PEG molecules that bind strongly to
streptavidin, presenting the biotin on the DNA template with binding sites
(described in detail in section 2.2.5).
The difference between the two 48 kb templates was the addition of a commercial
repair kit (PreCR repair kit from NEB) to the second template. This additional step
was introduced to minimise DNA damage from the ligation progress and improve
DNA digestion length.
The second two templates utilised PCR amplification to synthesise the templates.
PCR amplification replaced DNA ligation as it produces a far higher yield of template;
it is relatively simple and produced an undamaged template. The two PCR templates
synthesised had a similar design but varied in length: the two templates being 21 kb
and 7kb respectfully. Each template had two exposed 3’ ends allowing two nucleases
to be active at the same time, a biotin oligo to connect to the slide, and a digoxigenin
oligo to couple to the bead.

2.2.2

DNA Ligation

DNA ligation is the joining of two strands of DNA together using ligase enzyme. Two
DNA templates were synthesised during this project using a ligation strategy, both
of which were 48 kb long and shared the same design oligos. The difference between
the two templates was the use of a commercial repair kit on the second template
after it was ligated together. The need for this additional step was due to the
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unrepaired template showing significant amounts of single-stranded DNA nicks
along the length of the DNA. The two ligated templates were synthesised using a
three-step ligation method (Figure 2.1). The biotin/complimentary fork arm oligoes
were first annealed together. The resultant biotin oligo complex was then ligated to
linearised double-stranded lambda phage DNA. Finally, the digoxigenin oligo was
annealed and ligated to the lambda phage DNA and the template stored in TE buffer.
Next, 5 µl of 10 µM complementary fork arm oligo and 5 µl of 5 µM biotin oligo were
added to 90 µl of Duplex buffer. The oligos were mixed and heated to 80 °C and
gradually cooled to room temperature. The complementary fork arm mixture
contained 56 µl of 500 ng/µl (16.05 nM), 50 µl of 10x T4 DNA ligase buffer, 390 µl
milliQ water, and 2 µl of biotin/complementary fork arm was pipette mixed and
heated to 65 °C for 10 minutes before being allowed to cool gradually to 16 °C in a
cold room. Next, 20 µ of 0.1 M ATP (4µM), 2.5 µl of 1 M DTT (5 µM) and 2 µl T4 DNA
ligase was added and incubated at 16 °C overnight.

(1)

5’ - biotin - AAA AAA AAA AGA GTA CTG TAC GAT CTA GCA TCA ATC ACA

GGG TCA GGT TCG TTA TTG TCC ACC TTG CTG TCC - 3’
(2)

5’ - phosphate - GGG CGG CGA CCT GGA CAG CAA GTT GGA CA - 3’

The complementary fork arm mixture was placed onto a heat block and 4 µl of 10
µM digoxigenin oligo (3) was added to the DNA solution and heated to 65 °C before
being allowed to cool gradually to 16 °C. Next, 20 µl of 0.1 M ATP (4 nM), 2.5 µl of 1M
DTT (5 nm) and 2 µl T3 DNA ligase was added and left overnight. The template was
pipetted into 50 µl aliquots and stored at -20 °C until used.
(3)

5’ - phosphate - AGG TCG CCG CCC AAA AAA AAA AAA - Digoxigenin - 3’

The repaired DNA template was identical to the template described above and
prepared using a similar synthesis process. After production, however, a
commercially available DNA repair kit, PreCR Repair Mix from NEB, was used to
repair any damage in the DNA template [34]. The repair process was performed
after the template was synthesised by the ligation using the ligated template
protocol prior. In an Eppendorf Tubes tube 20 µl of nuclease free water, 2.5 µl of 1X
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thermpol buffer, 0.25 µl of dNTP’s (10 nM), 0.5 µl of 1X NAD and 1 µl of 50 ng/µl
were mixed together carefully and heated to 37 °C for 20 minutes. The repaired
lambda phage DNA was substituted into the ligation protocol instead of the stock
DNA used in the original protocol.

Figure 2.1: (a) The four-step process in the synthesis of the 48 kb ligated template. The biotin (green)
and complementary fork arm (pink) oligos were annealed together, then ligated to 48 kb lambda
DNA (black). The digoxigenin oligo (orange) was then ligated to the DNA complex and filtered to
produce the final template. (b) A schematic of the finished 48 kb ligated template during a bead
stretching experiment. Streptavidin connects the biotinylated 5’ end (green) of the template securely
to the glass surface, while the digoxigenin 3’ end (orange) connects securely to the anti-digoxigenin
coated bead. A single 3’ end on this template allowed for only a single protein to load at a time.

2.2.3

PCR Amplification

PCR was used the replace the ligation method of making DNA templates due to its
higher yields, simpler procedure, and more uniform products. Two templates were
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synthesised using PCR: a 21 kb and 7 kb template. Both templates involved the use
of a 5’ biotinylated PCR primer to attach the product directly to the glass slide by the
streptavidin-biotin interaction and a 5’ digoxigenin primer to attach to the antidigoxigenin functionalised beads. Both templates shared the same biotin oligo (4)
but had differing digoxigenin oligos to produce the two different lengths ((4) and (5)
for the 7 kb and 21 kb templates respectfully). Informed by previous experiments
on the ligated template, NEBs PreCR repair kit was used on the damaged stock
lambda phage DNA prior to PCR to increase yield.
(4)

5’ - biotin - GCC GCA TTT TAT GCG TTT TCA - 3’

(5)

5’ - digoxigenin - TTT TGT TTC CCC TTG ATT GTC CA - 3’

(6)

5’ - digoxigenin - TTT TCA TCA ATG GGG TAA CGG T - 3’

Figure 2.2: A schematic of the PCR template as it would appear during a bead stretching experiment.
The addition of a second 3’ end on the PCR templates allowed for two nucleases to be active on the
template simultaneously, decreasing total experiment time. The length of the template varied based
on which digoxigenin oligo (light blue) was used in the protocol. A shorter template would further
decrease total experiment time and allow for the total template to be digested in a single event.
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2.2.4

DNA Concentration Measurement

The concentration of the synthesised DNA templates was measured using
Spectrophotometric analysis, in which the concentration of DNA is determined by
measure the amount of absorbed UV light that passes through the sample. The more
UV light that is absorbed the greater the amount of DNA in the sample. DNA
concentration measurements were conducted on both PCR products synthesised
during this project using a Thermo Fisher Nanodrop 2000c. The Nanodrop’s
aperture was cleaned with milliQ water and wiped dry with a sterile tissue. A
background reading was taken with 2 µl of TE buffer and was set to baseline in the
software. A sample of stock PCR product was diluted fivefold in TE buffer and
measured on a nanodrop five times and averaged.

2.2.5

Slide Functionalisation

In preparation for bead experiments a batch of 10-20 functionalised glass sides were
made and stored under vacuum at room temperature. Each slide was functionalised
with a biotin-PEG solution that creates a polymer brush on the glass surface that is
covalently linked to the glass. The biotin-PEG brush binds strongly to streptavidin
which in turn binds to the biotinylated DNA template, hence securely binding
multiple single stranded DNA templates to the glass slide. Slides were functionalised
by first etching a non-symmetrical symbol in the top right corner of 10-20 glass
microscope slides to allow for identification of the functionalised surface. The glass
slides were cleaned in a plasma surface cleaner for 15-20 minutes. The slides were
immediately

placed

into

an

acetone

solution

containing

5

ml

of

aminopropyltriethoxysilane and agitated by hand for 5 minutes. The slides were
rinsed extensively with running milliQ water, partially dried with nitrogen gas
before being fully dried in an oven at 60 °C for 30 minutes. Once completely dry, 1
ml of 0.1 M NaHCO3 solution was added to an Eppendorf Tubes tube with a 120 mg
of mPEG-SVA and vortexed until fully dissolved. Then, 10 mg of biotin-PEG-SVA was
added and vortexed until fully dissolved. Half of the dried slides were placed into a
humid chamber face up with 120 µl of the PEG solution being carefully pipetted onto
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the slides surface. The other half of the slides were carefully placed on top of the first
half face down, careful not to produce air bubbles. The slides were then left to
incubated for 3 hours in a dark place. Once incubated, the slides were washed with
milliQ water and dried with compressed nitrogen. Functionalised slides were stored
under vacuum for up to 3 months without any loss in quality.

2.2.6

Bead Functionalisation

Dynabeads are superparamagnetic polymer beads that have a consistent size, shape
and structure. They can be customised by the addition to ligands to their surface
making them perfected for single-molecule experiments. The Dynabeads used for
this project have an attached anti-digoxigenin antibody that binds stably to
digoxigenin molecule on the DNA template. The beads are synthesised in 10 mg
batches using the protocol and reagents supplied by Thermo Fisher for the M-280
Tosylactivated Dynabeads. Dynabeads were re-suspended in the stock vial by
pipette mixing and 335 µl of beads were transferred to an Eppendorf Tubes tube. To
activate the bead surface for coupling, 335 µl of 0.1 M borate buffer pH 9.5 (buffer
A) was added and pipetted mixed. A magnetic rack was used to separate the beads
and the supernatant was discarded. The beads were re-suspended in 335 µl of buffer
A, transferred to a second tube and the supernatant discarded. In a separate tube,
200 µg of digoxigenin antibody was added and buffer A was added up to a total
volume of 300 µl. The bead solution was mixed gently by pipette and 100 µl of buffer
C (100 µl of 3 M ammonium sulphate in buffer A) was added and mixed. The beads
were incubated at 37 °C for 18 hours while rotating constantly to prevent stagnation
of the beads. The beads were placed onto the magnetic rack for 2 minutes and the
supernatant was removed. The tube was removed from the rack and 1 ml of PBS pH
7.4 with 0.5% BSA w/v (buffer D) was added, mixed and incubated for 1 hour with
rotation. The supernatant was removed and 1 ml of PBS pH 7.4 with 0.1% BSA w/v
(buffer E) was added and mixed by hand. The beads were washed a second time with
1 ml buffer E before being re-suspended in 960 µl of buffer E. The beads were placed
into 40 µl aliquots and stored at 4 °C for up to two years.
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2.2.7

Bead Microscope Setup

The dark-field microscope was an integral part of the bead microscopy assay, and
with minor alterations allows for a relatively simple and inexpensive method to
analyses the characteristics of protein/DNA interactions. Dark-field microscopy
allows for the detection of scattered light from a bright light source without direct
imaging of the light source. The microscope used during this project consists of
heated stage to hold the flow cell, a wide FOV lens located below the heated stage,
and a high precision camera. The entire microscope was mounted on a Thorlabs
optics bench in a specialised dark room to minimise vibration and light pollution
during experiments. The camera used for the microscope setup was a Prosilica GX
6600 that can record up to 4 frames per second greyscale at its full resolution of
6576 by 4384 pixels. Combined with the large FOV lens the microscope was capable
of recording detail down to 0.8 µm per pixel (at the sample). The total viewable area
for this microscope was approximately 5.26 mm X 3.51 mm, allowing for several
thousand DNA templates to be visible simultaneously.

Figure 2.3: A schematic of the microscope setup used for the bead stretching assay. (Right) An indetail schematic of the flowcell (blue) that sits atop the heated stage. A 100 µm deep channel is
moulded inside the PDMS wafer that allows for the flow of buffer from the inlet tubing to the syringe
pump. The addition of the air-spring (next to syringe pump) regulates the pressure, ensuring a
continuous and laminar flow of buffer through the flowcell.
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Flowcell illumination was provided by a Thorlabs fibre optic illuminator that was
positioned above the microscope at an angle of depression of approximately 30°C to
ensure direct excitation light to fall outside the angle of collection by the objective.
A syringe pump and air-spring was mounted adjoining the microscope and are
connected directly to the output of the flowcell. The syringe pump withdraws buffer
directly through the air-spring that produces a constant laminar flow in the channel
of the flowcell. This allows for a consistent stretching force being applied to the DNA
with a minimal amount of perpendicular variation.

2.2.8

Flowcell Setup

The flowcell sits atop of the heated stage and was the main reaction vessel for the
assay. The flowcell itself consists of a moulded PDMS slab containing a shallow (100
µm) channel pressed against a functionalised glass slide by an aluminium holder.
Four thin plastic tubes (internal diameter 0.76 mm) were connected to small holes
in the PDMS leading to the channel, providing two inputs and two outputs. Buffer
was slowly withdrawn through the flowcell at a rate of 10-60 µl/min by a syringe
pump. An air spring was connected in series with the syringe pump to provide stable
laminar flow inside the channel. For bead experiments a flowcell was setup by
mixing 25 µl of streptavidin to 300 µl of digestion buffer and applying to the surface
of a functionalised slide. The solution was spread over the surface using the side of
a pipette tip and incubated for 15 minutes. The slide and a PDMS slab were cleaned
with milliQ water and dried with liquid nitrogen. The PDMS slab was placed on top
of the cleaned slide channel side down. The slide was then placed into the aluminium
holder and four 23-cm lengths of tubing connected. A jig was used to help place the
channel in the centre of the holder while the slide was secured.

2.2.9

Bead Microscopy Experimental Protocol

Individual bead experiments were performed within a 3-hour period from start to
finish, excluding data analysis and processing time. Ten 1.7 ml Eppendorf tubes
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containing 500 µl of digestion buffer and one 15 ml falcon tube contain 12 ml of
digestion buffer were heated to 37 °C and degassed. A 21-gauge needle was inserted
into one of the tubes and CO2 was pumped through the flowcell chamber at low
pressure for 45 to 60 seconds to displace any oxygen. The CO2 was disconnected
from the flowcell and a syringe was quickly connected to the needle. Digestion buffer
was pulled back through the flowcell from the 15 ml falcon tube containing the other
three ends of tubing.
The flowcell was placed onto the heated stage; the two outlet tubes were connected
to the syringe pump and used to pull approximately 1 ml of buffer through the flow
cell. The flowcell was left to stabilise for approximately 2 minutes. Both inlet tubes
were placed into a 1.5 ml Eppendorf Tubes tube containing the digestion buffer,
avoiding letting any bubbles into the tubing. The flowcell and tubing was secured
with sticky tape. One inlet was closed with a clip and the flowrate was set to 15
µl/min.
The flowcell was aligned using the camera in a position such that the top and bottom
of the flow cell clearly visible and level. In one of the Eppendorf tube 1 µl of DNA
template was pipetted into 500 µl of buffer (approximately 100 pM) and carefully
mixed by pipette. The DNA tube replaced the left inlet tube by pinching off the tubing
and switching the tube. The tubing was checked for air bubbles and the right tubing
was pinched closed. The DNA was flown in for at 15 µl/min 30 minutes. The DNA
solution was exchanged by buffer and flowed in at a higher flow rate of 25 µl/min
for five minutes to remove excess DNA. The digoxigenin dynabeads stock vial was
pipette mixed and 1 µl of digoxigenin dynabeads (1 mg/ml stock) was added to 500
µl of degassed digestion buffer, mixed by pipette and sonicated for 5 minutes. The
bead mixture was exchanged with the left microscope tube and the flow rate was
maintained at 25 µl/min for 20 minutes. The left inlet tube was exchanged with an
Eppendorf tube with blank digestion buffer. The flow rate was increased to 40
µl/min for 10 minutes to flow out all remaining beads (non-tethered beads will be
moving on screen). The number of tethered beads was checked on the screen and if
acceptable the experiment continues. The left inlet buffer was exchanged with a new
blank buffer, the flow rate was reduced to 15 µl/min, and the clamp exchanged to
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the left inlet tube. NORPIX StreamPix video recording software was the primary
method of recording the FOV. It records the pre-set FOV of the flowcell saving the
data as an image sequence (.tif). Exposure times of 0.5 s to 0.25 s was used
depending on the experiment. The magnet was then lowered into position, lifting
the tethered beads off the glass surface and readying for the start of the recording.
The reaction volume was prepared differently for each individual bead experiment.
Typically, 1-2 µl of the protein(s) being tested were added to 500 µl of degassed
digestion buffer on ice leading to a concentration in the low µM range. If necessary,
DTT, ATP or dNTPs were added to the reaction mix. The reaction volume was
exchanged with the right tube on the microscope and the reaction recorded and
saved.

2.2.10

Bead Microscopy Data Analysis

Experimental data was collected using Streampix 5 recording software, imaging the
FOV frame by frame and saving the images as a .tif image stack. The .tif file was read
into a Python software pipeline written in-house by Dr Flynn Hill and available on
GitHub [44].
The Python pipeline processed the image sequences tracking the location of each
bead and linking each beads trajectory together. The maximum distance a bead can
be apart between two consecutive frames was defined as 5 pixels (4 µm).
Background drift was removed, spurious trajectories were removed, and the
position data was processed into an .xls file. The .xls file was ordered based on the
trajectory number and change-point analysis was conducted on the results.
Change-point analysis is a statistically rigorous and unbiased method of analysing
data that accurately determines distinct kinetic changes within the data population
[35]. It is ideally used for data distributions that have a true Gaussian distribution of
noise and allows for rapid analysis of potentially large data sets, while requiring
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minimal input from the user. Change-point analysis uses a two-step process to
accurate determine the location of change points on a trajectory.
The first step was a broad search between the start and end times of the trajectory.
The first changepoint was searched for between the start and end points of the
trajectory by calculating the log-likelihood ratio of each point within the region
using least square line fits compared with a single line fit from the end points (Figure
2.4).

Figure 2.4: (1) The equation used to determine the log-likelihood, where LA and LB, is the probability
that a linear region exists between x1 to xk-1 and xk to xn, while L0 is the probability of a single linear
region between x1 and xn. It requires the input of a trajectory length N comprising of (x1, . . ., xN) and
kinetic response parameter (y1, . . ., yN), starting points x start and x end with associated region N region,
a confidence factor α, and a measure of noise σ for each trajectory. Given the log-likelihood ratio the
change point position is determined by evaluating for the maximum ratio (2).[35].

The point with the largest log-likelihood was checked against the critical threshold
and a significance test was performed [35]. Once the first change point was
determined and passes a statistical significance test, a new changepoint was
searched for within the region of the start of the trajectory and the first determined
changepoint. If no changepoint was determined within this region, the region on the
other side of the initial changepoint was tested. This process was repeated until the
end of the trajectory was reached. The second step refines the previously
determined change points. Each change point is removed and re-analysed within its
region based off its neighbouring change points. The changepoint may be removed
entirely, change position or remain in the same place during this refinement step
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[35]. Finally, the list of change points is collated into a single file for further analysis,
with exact kinetics being determined by comparing adjacent change points.
Trajectories were manually curated once changepoint analysis was complete, with
any trajectories either showing no activity or discrete jumps were removed from the
data set (panel I in Figure 2.5). The digestion length was inferred from the measure
of a bead’s displacement away from its initial position and the digestion rate
determined by the change in displacement over time (Figure 2.5.e).
The σ used for the changepoint analysis (referenced as “course-sigma” or σ course in
the python code [44]) represents the standard deviation of the experimental noise
and was set to be constant for the duration of the project [35]. Generally, a lower σ
course

value will increase the total computation time as individual changepoints are

found in each region. The filtered segment data was used to plot histograms of
digestion rate and processivity. A separate σ value (“fine-sigma” in the python code
[44]) was used to during plotting to change what the program sees as an individual
changepoint event. Practically, this means that a high σ fine value will reduce each
trajectory to only 1 or 2 single changepoint regions allowing for the plotting of a
single digestion length. Alternatively, a low σ

fine

value reduces the restriction on

noise, breaking up a trajectory into multiple rate regions. This is useful for
determining if a change in rate occurs as a new region will be recorded for each rate
change. Parameters such as maximum rate, minimum rate, start time, and minimum
displacement between beads can all be altered to accommodate for different
experiments and proteins characteristics.
Significance testing was done post analysis using Microsoft Excel’s data analysis
addon. The two-tailed T-test with unknown variance was typically used when
comparing two distributions to produce the most reasonable P value for
comparison.
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Figure 2.5: A negative-contrast image of the flowcell during an experiment, with each dot
representing a single bead attached to a strand of immobilised DNA. (b) An enhanced image of the
flowcell showing the beads in more detail. (c) Schematic representation of the template in the
flowcell once the beads have been attached. (d) With the addition of a nuclease protein the dsDNA is
converted to ssDNA from the 3’ ends. SsDNA lacks the structural rigidity of dsDNA and will compact
to a greater extent, moving the bead against the direction of flow [43]. (e) Trajectories were built by
tracking the beads over time and plotting their displacement. The gradient of the trajectory
corresponds to the rate at which the nuclease digests the DNA, and the total displacement is the
length of DNA digested. (f) and (g) Histograms of the digestion length (processivity) and rate data
gathered from numerous trajectories. (i) An example of a messy or inactive trajectory that shows no
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sign of activity. Large jumps in nucleotides can be due to a bead sticking to the surface or an upstream
bead dislodging and bumping into another bead downstream.

2.2.11

Electrophoresis Gel

Gel electrophoresis is a laboratory technique that is used to separate DNA, RNA and
proteins depending on the molecular size and electrical charge. During
electrophoresis, molecules are pushed though small pores in a gel by a strong
electric field. The molecules move through the pores inversely proportional to their
length and size. For this project gel electrophoresis was used to test the quality and
yields of the PCR products and the bulk digestion activity of RecBCD.
To test PCR products synthesised during this project, an ethidium bromide gel was
used. Ethidium bromide is an intercalating agent that binds to DNA and fluoresces
orange when exposed to UV light. A 0.67% agarose solution containing 3 µl of
ethidium bromide was made. A solution of 100 ml of 2X TAE buffer was made
containing the same concentration of ethidium bromide (4.5 µl for 100 ml). The gel
was placed into the electrophoresis chamber and 100 ml of ethidium bromide TAE
buffer was added until the gel was just fully submerged. Next, 5 µl of PCR product
(approximately 500 ng of DNA) was carefully mixed with 1 µl of 6X DNA loading dye.
A DNA ladder solution was also made using 1 µl of DNA loading dye, 1 µl of λ DNAHindIII and 4 µl of milliQ water. The PCR and ladder solutions were carefully
pipetted into gel wells and were run at 70 V for approximately 100 minutes. The
finished gel was removed from the electrophoresis chamber and transferred to a UV
scanner for imaging. The system used for the imaging of gels during this project was
the ChemiDoc XRS+ System using the image lab software. The agarose gels were
scanned using the trans-UV setting on the scanner and the exposure maximised to
reduce pixel saturation.
Gel electrophoresis experiments to observe exonuclease activity of RecBCD were
conducted in a similar manner to that of PCR products with the exception that
ethidium bromide was absent and SYBR Gold was used as the DNA stain. SYBR Gold
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(produced by Thermo Fisher Scientific) is a highly sensitive fluorescent DNA stain
that can be used in much lower concentrations than ethidium bromide.
Furthermore, Ethidium bromide is a potent mutagen requiring separate equipment
and workspace to be used. The use of SYBR Gold decreases health risk and simplified
the protocol.
A 0.67% agarose gel was mixed and set using a comb with six 20 µl wells using 2X
TAE buffer. Once the gel had set, the reaction was undertaken with equal
concentrations of 7 kb and 21 kb template being reacted separately with 0.6 µl of
RecBCD for 30 minutes at 37 °C. This concentration of RecBCD was high enough to
easily digest the template present multiple times over. The reaction was quenched
after 30 minutes using 10 µl LES buffer (95 µl 6X loading dye, 106 µl 0.5 M EDTA,
and 59 µl 10 % Sodium dodecyl sulphate). A comparison ladder was mixed using 2
µl of NEB λ DNA-HindIIII, 2 µl of 6X DNA loading dye, and 8 µl of distilled water.
The 10 µl of DNA ladder solution was loaded into each of the outer lanes, the 21 kb
template with and without RecBCD was added to the second and third lanes, and 7
kb was added to the 3rd and 4th as (shown in figure 3.29). The gel was run at 70 V
for 100 minutes, before being stained for 2 hours in 200 ml of 2X TAE with 1X (20
µl) SYBR Gold with constant gentle agitation. The gel was imaged using a ChemiDoc
trans-UV scanner.
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Chapter 3
Results and Discussion
3.1

Exonuclease III

3.1.1

Aim

The aim of the experiments conducted with E. coli Exonuclease III was to
characterise in detail its nuclease behaviour on the 48 kb long ligated DNA template.
Of most interest was the rate at which Exonuclease III would digest through the
template and the total length of the template it could digest in a single binding event.
Furthermore, the effects of the concentration of Exonuclease III on its digestion rate
and length were also to be investigated.

3.1.2

Introduction

The starting hypothesis was that a higher concentration of Exonuclease III will
increase the total digestion rate until total digestion of the DNA template is achieved.
The template itself only contains a single 3’ end that is available for Exonuclease III
to bind (see Figure 2.1), therefore the expected digestion rate at continuous
occupancy of the 3’ site will match that of a single at 37°C which is 7-10 nucleotides
per second [18]. It was difficult to measure processivity directly using the beadstretching assay as the individual proteins are not directly witnessed in the assay.
Therefore, we cannot confirm if they remain permanently bound to the template or
are exchanged from solution. We can infer a rough measure of processivity by
examining the mean lifetime of the trajectory distribution, but another imaging
modality would be required to directly observe processivity.
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3.1.3

Exonuclease III Digestion on Ligated Template

The first experiment conducted with E. coli Exonuclease III used the standard bead
stretching microscope protocol outlined in the Methods section. The reaction
volume (final volume of flow that contains active proteins) contained 500 µl of
digestion buffer. Next, 2 µl of Exonuclease III (160 nM) and 0.5 µl of DTT (1 mM) was
added to the 500 µl of digestion buffer and thoroughly mixed. Approximately 200
units of Exonuclease III (160 nM of in 500 µl of buffer) was shown to saturate 1 µg
of linear lambda phage DNA [14]. Each experiment used 0.1 µg of DNA template to
coat the slide and therefore Exonuclease III was assumed to be in excess. The
reaction buffer was flowed at a flowrate of 15 µl/min for approximately 30 minutes
with the FOV being recorded at 2 frames per second. The stage was preheated to 37
°C and kept constant during the experiment. Due to the length of the inlet tubing (23
cm) it takes approximately 200 s for the reaction mix to reach the channel.
Therefore, assuming some time for buffer to exchange within the channel, loading
of Exonuclease III onto the template digestion should be clearly visible after
approximately 300 seconds.
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Figure 3.1: Single-molecule DNA length trajectories showing 2 µl (160 nM) of Exonuclease III
digesting the original ligated template at a flowrate of 15 µl/min. (Top four) Sample trajectories from
the data analyse showing the position of the bead over time. Each figure the displacement of four
separate beads over the course of the experiment.

Results were analysed using the Python pipeline and a total of 268-line segments
identified from 174 trajectories. Most of these trajectories began digestion at
approximately 250 s into the recording and progressed in continuous digestion.
Four example trajectories are shown in Figure 3.1. Each trajectory had a flow
fluctuation within the first 50 seconds which is common for bead assays and occurs
10-25% of all trajectories observed. The cause of the fluctuation was the
manipulation of the inlet tubing that is necessary when changing inlet buffer.
Digestion began simultaneously across most trajectories at 250 s, suggesting that
the observed digestion is the product of a large number of distributive events,
consistent with previous reports [18]. This experiment was recorded for 20 minutes
while the reaction mix was flowed in, providing a digestion measurement of up to
1200 seconds in length. Each trajectory finishes within 500 seconds of the start of
the assay with the bead being lost from the FOV. Bead losses occur spontaneously
over time but at a relatively slow rate. Normally, a flowcell left with flow will
maintain most of its tether beads for a couple of hours. The mass bead loss observed
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in this experiment suggest that the template is being broken by the enzymatic
activity of Exonuclease III.

Figure 3.2: (Left) Rate distribution of all trajectories in the 160 nM experiment. (Right) The total
length of the trajectories including the mean lifetime τ.

Using the Python pipeline, change-point analysis was conducted on a curated
results file (only active trajectories) to obtain digestion rate and processivity data.
The mean digestion rate was determined to be 37.2 ± 15.7 nt/s, which was higher
than the expected digestion rate from literature of 7-10 nt/s [18]. Although the
buffer conditions may be slightly different, it would not account for such a drastic
difference in activity. The digestion length of the template was lower than expected.
Considering that the template was 48 kb long, Exonuclease III was only capable of
digesting up to approximately 6 kb of the template with an average closer to 4 kb.
Given the length of recording (20 minutes) and the average digestion rate,
Exonuclease III should have been capable of digesting close to 100 kb in an ideal
situation. Therefore, it would be reasonable for that entire 48 kb template to be
digested. However, in both Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 we can clearly see bead loss
after only about 6 kb of digested template. It is unlikely at this flowrate that the force
applied to the single-stranded part of the template is enough to cause a double
stranded break. However, it is possible that single-stranded nicks are present along
the DNA template. Exonuclease III is capable of loading onto single-stranded nicks
[18][14] and begin digestion. This would explain the higher digestion rate than
expected and the shorter apparent processivity. If multiple proteins were present
on the template simultaneously, then it is possible that two Exonucleases digesting
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in opposite directions would cause a double-strand break. This double-stranded
break would be displayed as the loss of the bead after a small amount of DNA
digestion. While the histogram for processivity in Figure 3.2 (right) gives a good
estimate for the total processivity of the trajectory, it was an actual measurement
the total length of template digested by Exonuclease III. Therefore, this length could
correlate to either the activity of a single Exonuclease III or that of multiple enzymes,
with no method to distinguish these two scenarios. For this reason, it was not
possible to extract direct measurements of individual protein’s processivity from
this sort of assay and a specialised bead assay experiment would need to be
undertaken to test the processivity directly.
A second experiment was conducted on the ligated template using a lower
concentration of Exonuclease III of 14.5 nM to determine if there was a
concentration dependence. The experiment was identical to the previous but used
a lower concentration of Exonuclease III. A smaller number of total events were
recorded at 111 with 40 unique trajectories. The decrease in events compared to
the 160 nM experiment (287 events and 174 trajectories) could be due to the lower
concentration of Exo III but was far more likely to slide variability. During this study
a large variation in bead coverage on the slide was observed (Figure 3.3). Even slides
made from a single batch displayed large amount of variability between
experiments, which resulted in many failed experiment attempts.

Figure 3.3: A slide surface that has dramatic variation in bead coverage between the top and bottom
of the slide. The top side of the side shows good bead coverage without overcrowding while the
bottom shows the lack of beads with only a small amount being present. This normally occurred
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when one of the outlet tubes was partially or fully blocked but could also be due to bad surface on
the bottom side of the slide.

The individual trajectories shown in Figure 3.4 are similar to those from the
previous experiment but have some distinctive differences. The start time of
exonuclease activity was 150 seconds later which was most likely due to the lower
concentration effecting the buffer exchange in the flowcell. Normally, activity would
be expected to until the entire volume of the flowcell was exchanged with the
reaction volume. However, activity can occur beforehand depending on the
protein’s activity and affinity for DNA. The digestion rate was also less stable, with
times of faster and slower activity most likely attributed to proteins
associating/disassociating from the template.
The mean digestion for the 14.5 nM experiment was lower than the 160 nM
experiment as expected [14] with a digestion rate being measured as 6.9 - 4.4 nt/s,
shown in Figure 3.4. The higher processivity of the 14.5 nM Exo III experiment with
unrepaired template could be due to the total record time of the experiment being
800 seconds longer.
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Figure 3.4: (Top) Two bead trajectories with 14.5 nM of Exonuclease III digesting the ligated 48 kb
template. The distribution of digestion rate (Left) and processivity (right) of Exonuclease III.

The expected digestion rate of Exonuclease III at 37 C is 7 - 10 nt/s which matches
well with the 14.5 nM experiment [18]. However, the higher digestion rate of 37 ±
15.7 nt/s of the 160 nM experiment does suggest an issue with the 48 kb ligated
template. With the synthesis protocol of the template it was likely that singlestranded nicks could be present along the DNA. These nicks offer binding sites for
Exonuclease III to associate and digest the template.

3.1.4

Exonuclease III on the Repaired Template

To test the hypothesis that the observed single-molecule rates were a consequence
of the Exo III digesting from a number of 3’ ends simultaneously, the DNA template
was repaired with a commercially available DNA repair kit from New England Bio
labs. The PreCR repair kit is designed for use in PCR amplification to reduce DNA
damage and increase PCR yields by repairing multiple kinds of damage polymerases
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are unable to replicate over. It is listed as being able to repair single stranded DNA
nicks which should make it suitable for repairing the suspected damage to our 48 kb
template. The PreCR repair kit was applied to the 48 kb template post to synthesis
using the protocol provided by NEB [34] described in methods. The new template
was then filtered and stored identically to the previous unrepaired 48 kb template.
The expectation from this test would be a decrease in digestion rate on the repaired
template as there are less individual molecule are binding to the template
simultaneously.

Figure 3.4: (Top) Two sample trajectories from 160 nM repaired template experiment. The
trajectories were generally very long with a single gradient being observed. (bottom) Digestion rate
and processivity distributions.

The first experiment on the repaired template mirrored that of the 160 nM
experiment conducted on the ligated template. Once the flowcell was set up 1 µl of
repaired DNA was flowed in at 15 µl/min to coat the flow cell. Identical conditions
were used with 2 µl (160 nM) of Exonuclease III being added to 500 µl of digestion
buffer with 1 mM DTT and 1 mM ATP. The digestion rate was measured to be 22.8
± 8.8 nt/s which was 14.4 nt/s lower than the unrepaired template (Figure 3.1). The
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processivity of Exonuclease III on the repaired template was 3000 nt longer with
events lasting up to 20 kb before bead loss, which is almost three times as long as
on the unrepaired template. This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that
there were nicks present along the ligated template allowing additional Exonuclease
III molecules to associate and digest the template.

Figure 3.5: (Top) Two sample trajectories from 14.5 nM repaired template experiment. The
trajectories were far less uniform than the 2 µl having a far less consistent gradient. (Bottom) The
digestion rate and digestion length distributions.

Repeating the same experiment at the lower concentration of 14.5 nM of
Exonuclease III for repaired template showed a similar decrease in rate and
surprisingly a decrease in overall digestion length (Figure 3.5). The decrease in
digestion length from 4176 nt to 3021 nt with the change of template was due to the
lower digestion rate not digesting an equivalent length of DNA in the same length of
time. A digestion rate of 3.8 ± 3.0 nt/s was recorded which was 2 times slower than
the unrepaired template. Due to the lower concentration of Exonuclease III the
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number of trajectories decreased from 1276 to 147, although slide variability could
play a part in this disparity.

3.1.5

PreCR Comparison

Comparing the repaired and unrepaired template (Figure 3.6), there was a decrease
in digestion rate for both the 160 nM and 14.5 nM experiments. There was a
decrease in the digestion rate in both the 160 nM and 14.5 nM experiments when a
repaired template was used. The digestion rate for the 14.5 nM experiment
decreased from (37± 16) nt/s to (22.8 ± 8.8) nt/s and the digestion rate for the 160
nM experiment decreased similarly from (6.96 ± 4.48) nt/s to (3.76 ± 3.02) nt/s. For
both rate distributions, a two-tailed T-test was used to determine if there was a
significance between each distribution. The P-value of the 160 nM and 14.5 nM
distributions were 1x10^-47 and 0.12, respectively. The large disparity in P values
could be due to that large variation in trajectory numbers for the 14.5 nM
experiments. T-tests for the exponential distributions produced P-values in the
order of 1x10^-60.
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Figure 3.6: A comparison between the ligated (blue) and repaired (red) templates. (Top) Digestion
rate distributions measured from four experiments with 160 nM Exonuclease III on the left and
14.5 nM Exonuclease III on the right. (Bottom) Processivity distributions from the same four
experiments. The repaired template consistently shows a lower digestion rate and longer mean
processivity (τ) at both concentrations.

From the decrease in digestion rate and increase in processivity shown in Figure 3.6
the hypothesis that there are several single stranded nicks present on the ligated
DNA template appears to be correct. These nicks which were most likely present in
the stock lambda phage DNA. The single stranded nicks on the DNA increases the
digestion rate by allowing additional binding sites for Exonuclease III and the
simultaneous activity of multiple nucleases. Further, the exonucleases digest from
multiple nicked sites towards each other causing double stranded breaks when they
encounter each other. The increase in digestion rate is not a hindrance, but the
increase of the chance of a double strand DNA break severely limits processivity.
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Even though the PreCR repair kit can repair nicks along the DNA strand, there is no
guarantee that it successfully repaired each individual nick present. This can be
inferred from the repaired results with the bead loss from the FOV (not shown data)
and the low digestion length of 10 kb. Experimentally, we cannot test for the
presence of nicks on the template after it has been repaired and there is no easy
method for counting the number of nicks present on the template. Furthermore, the
PreCR repair kit contains three endonucleases (Endonuclease IV, Endonuclease V,
and Endonuclease VII) [34] which could of influence the activity of Exonuclease III.
Therefore, the choice was made to investigate alternate ways of template design.

3.1.6

Exonuclease III on the PCR Amplified Template

PCR amplification is a biological technique that produces many identical copies of a
DNA template, providing an exponential amplification of a stretch of DNA between
two well-defined short sequences. The process (described in section 2.2.3) utilises
a temperature stable polymerase to replicate the template using two singlestranded DNA primers. PCR amplification was chosen as a replacement to the PreCR
repaired template due to the damage present on the repaired template. PCR is
capable of synthesising large amounts of identical DNA template quickly and
efficiently without DNA damage. Any sort of damage on the starting template during
PCR will cause the polymerase to stall and prevent further synthesis on that
template. This was vital as it was shown previously that the PreCR repaired template
still had single-stranded DNA nicks present. A 21 kb PCR template was synthesised
with two free 3’ ends and a biotin / digoxigenin primers on the 5’ ends of the
template using the protocol outlined in the methods sections. The addition of a
second 3’ end should allow for two Exonuclease III proteins to bind simultaneously,
while not effecting surface activity or digoxigenin interactions with the Dynabeads.
The first experiment conducted on the PCR template was performed under the same
conditions as that conducted on the repaired and unrepaired templates. Similar to
the ligated template experiments (Figure 3.4), 2 µl of Exonuclease III was diluted
into 500 µl (160 nM) of digestion buffer with 1 mM DTT. The reaction volume was
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kept on ice until needed and flowed in once the flow cell had been flushed of excess
beads. The flowcell was recorded at 2 fps and analysed using the Python
changepoint code.

Figure 3.7: (Top) two sample trajectories from the PCR (Top) 160 nM experiment Both
trajectories ended at the conclusion of the experiment, persisting through the entire
recording. (Left) The digestion rate distribution and (Right) processivity distribution for the
experiment.
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Figure 3.7 shows the results from the 160 nM Exonuclease III experiment on the 21
kb PCR template. The digestion rate was measured at 8.9 ± 3.6 nt/s which
compares well with a single Exonuclease III at 37 °C and 50 mM salt. With the two
3’ end it was expected that the digestion rate would twice that of a single
Exonuclease III. The measured processivity of the experiment was shorter than
expected with no trajectories reaching completion. Since the digestion rate was
around 10 nucleotides per second, the total length able to be digested in 1000 s is
approximately 10 kb which was observed. This experiment was repeated with
decreasing concentrations (shown in Figure 3.8) of Exonuclease III to determine
the effect of concentration on the digestion rate and processivity of the 21 kb PCR
template.
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Figure 3.8: Bead microscopy experiments completed on the 21 kb PCR template
with decreasing concentrations of Exonuclease III, starting at 80 nM and finishing
on 1.6 nM.
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It was difficult to record exonuclease activity for the 1.6 nM assay. Several attempts
were conducted with only one result showing any sort of exonuclease activity. Due
to the low digestion rate at this concentration, it was necessary to decrease the σ fine
value for the changepoint analysis. A lower σ fine value decreases the threshold for
rate changes allowing for a greater number of rates to be measured at the cost of
greater noise. This posed a problem for the 1.6 nM experiment as the rate was
indistinguishable from the noise. A T-test was conducted on the mean digestion rate
in Figure 3.8 with a P-value of 0.0842 over the entire range of concentrations which
was not statistically significant. However, since the digestion rate saturates above
an Exonuclease III concentration of 40 nM, a second T-test was conducted on the
results from 1.6 nM to 40 nM. The resulting P-value was determined to be 0.027
which shows strong concentration dependence of the digestion rate on Exonuclease
III.

3.1.7

Exonuclease III Concentration Dependence

Examining the concentration dependence of Exonuclease III shown in Figure 3.9 we
can see that there was a clear relationship between the digestion rate and the
concentration. At 40 nM and above the template appears to be saturated with
Exonuclease III molecules, as further increases in concentration lead to no
appreciable increase in activity. The DNA template stock used for each experiment
contains 61 ng/µl of the 21 kb template measured by a nanodrop
spectrophotometers. During each flow stretching assay 2 µl of template was diluted
into 500 µl of digestion buffer giving a maximum of 120 ng of DNA on the surface.
Realistically, the amount of DNA bound to the surface would be lower with excess
Exo III being flowed out of the flowcell.
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Figure 3.9: The concentration dependence of Exonuclease III activity on the PCR template,
conducted at 37 °C using digestion buffer.

Exonuclease saturates linear DNA at 120 U/µg [14] with the stock concentration
used was 0.1 U/nl, which is diluted into 500 µl of digestion buffer. At a concentration
of 40 nM, Exonuclease III can saturate up to 500 ng of DNA, far less than the expected
amount of DNA present on the surface (120 ng). With the continuous flow through
the channel the actual concentrations of Exo III and DNA were lower than the
expected. At 40 nM of Exonuclease III the digestion rate of approximately 9 nt/s
matches with the literature rate for a single Exonuclease III protein of 7-10 nt/s [18].
This was somewhat unexpected as the 21 kb PCR template has two 3’ ends that
Exonuclease III should be able to load. One 3’ end is located near the slide surface
with the other near the paramagnetic bead. It is possible that due to the geometry of
the template the paramagnetic bead or the surface could be preventing loading.
Below 40 nM the activity of Exonuclease III decreases dramatically with the
concentration, suggesting that the DNA on the surface was no longer being saturated
by Exo III. As the concentration of Exonuclease III was lowered further to 4 nM the
quality of the trajectories began to degrade with the amount of noise increasing
dramatically. This was most likely due to the slower rate being less distinct from the
background as opposed to higher concentrations. Several attempts were conducted
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on performing a bead assay experiment using 1.6 nM of Exo III on the 21 kb template
but, it was difficult to obtain a conclusive result due to the large amount of noise.

Figure 3.10: Trajectories from an Exonuclease III experiment with a change of concentration at the
750 second mark (shown as a flow disturbance on each trajectory). The concentration before buffer
change was 1.6 nM, after buffer change was 16 nM.

A concentration ramp experiment (Figure 3.10) was conducted with the aim of
determining how fast Exonucleases III’s digestion can” ramp” up after a buffer
exchange with a higher concentration. An initial Exonuclease III buffer
concentration of 1.6 nM was used and exchanged for 16 nM approximately 700
seconds during the experiment. After 200 seconds of continued flowrate at 15
µl/min the 16 nM buffer had exchanged into the flowcell with an increase in
digestion rate was observed. Measuring the digestion rate at 1.6 nM presented the
same issue that was present on the previous 1.6 nM experiment. The digestion rate
was too low (~1 nt/s), and its measurement heavily affected by noise. However, the
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16 nM digestion rate (Figure 3.11) matched well with the previous 16 nM
Exonuclease III results of (8.60 ± 4.52) nt/s, shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.11: The digestion rate (left) and processivity (right) distributions for the Exonuclease III
ramp experiment. An initial Exonuclease III concentration of 1.6 nM was exchanged for a higher
concentration of 16 nM 750 seconds into the experiment. Both distributions use data over the
entire experiment, although a σ fine value of 2000 was used for the digestion length and a σ fine value
of 200 was used for digestion rate. The digestion rate distribution used a much lower σ value in an
attempt to measure the two concentration rates separately. The processivity distribution used a
large σ to obtain a single DNA length over the entire experiment.

3.1.8

Exonuclease III Processivity Experiment

An experiment was conducted with the aim of determining how processive
Exonuclease III was at 37 °C by observing how long Exonuclease III remains bound
to the template once the buffer has been exchanged. The experiment first flowed in
digestion buffer containing Exonuclease III at 40 nM to begin DNA digestion. The
enzyme-containing buffer was then exchanged for buffer without of Exonuclease III.
The exchange was made approximately 700 seconds into the recording allowing for
a large amount of digestion (3.5 kb) to have occurred. Buffer exchange leaves a telltale fluctuation on the trajectory that allows for easy identification of the exchange.
At the flow rate of 15 µl/min, it takes approximately 250-300 seconds for the buffer
to move through the 23 cm of tubing to the flowcell. This was confirmed in a separate
bead experiment in which a high concentration of bromophenol blue was added to
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the buffer and observed while flowing through the flowcell. The time taken for it to
move from the reaction volume and fully displace the entire flowcell was 300 s.

Figure 3.12: Four sample trajectories of the 40 nM quench experiment. The flow fluctuation present
at the 650 second mark was the result of buffer exchange. At the flow rate of 15 µl/min it takes 300
seconds for the buffer to exchange. Most trajectories showed a rate decrease 300 seconds after the
buffer exchange with a complete loss of activity after an additional 200 seconds.

The quench experiment was successful in showing that Exonuclease III quickly
disassociates quickly from the DNA template when Exonuclease III is no longer
present in the buffer solution. Examining the trajectories in Figure 3.12 it becomes
obvious that Exonuclease III activity decreases dramatically approximately 400
seconds after the exchange in buffer. The buffer takes 300 seconds to enter the
flowcell and start dilution of the enzyme, a process that itself takes up to 50 to 100
seconds to complete. After this time each trajectory showed a gradual decrease in
rate until digestion stopped completely. The gradual decrease in digestion rate
could have been due to the decrease in Exonuclease III concentration over time. If
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Exonuclease III were a highly processive protein, we would expect
unsynchronised, stochastic disassociation of the protein from the DNA causing a
distinct stop to measured digestion rates. A distributive protein would disassociate
and associate continuously when in solution forming an equilibrium with the 3’
ends on the DNA. A decrease in concentration would shift the equilibrium
gradually reducing the rate in synchronicity with the concentration change. The
gradual decrease in rate observed in Figure 3.12 indicates that Exonuclease III is
distributive. Literature reports support this result with Exonuclease III being
observed as distributive at 37 °C while more processive at lower temperatures
[18][36].

The digestion rate shown in Figure 3.13 matches that from the previous 40 nM
Exonuclease III experiments (Figure 3.8). The start time distribution describes the
relation of the start of each changepoint. Most of the change points occur within
the 200-400 second range as the reaction buffer flows into the channel. No change
points were observed later which suggests that no Exonuclease III proteins are
binding to the DNA or that the σ fine value is too large to detect the changes (over
1000). A lower σ fine value of 200 was tested with little change in distribution.
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Figure 3.13: The rate, processivity and start time distributions from the 40 nM Exonuclease III
quench experiment.

3.1.9

Exonuclease III Summary

The experiments conducted with Exonuclease III gave a large amount of insight into
our methods of DNA template synthesis as well as the digestion kinetics of the
protein. From the experiments on the ligated and repaired templates, it was clear
that stock lambda phage DNA that is used in both template synthesis was damaged.
Although, we confirmed that this damage could at least partially be repaired using
the NEB PreCR repair kit. The extent to which the DNA was repaired could not be
verified through direct experiment but the higher than expected digestion rate (20
nt/s) suggest that nicks are still present on the DNA. The template exhibited further
issues with storage, showing serious degradation over time at -20 °C. This resulted
in a decrease in the number of properly tethered templates on the surface and with
further increases in digestion rate as the templated aged. Experimentally, due to the
length of the template and the average digestion rate of Exonuclease III, a complete
digestion event was never directly observed. Instead most events lasted less than 10
kb for the unrepaired template and 20 kb for the repaired template. The long
template length combined with the limited processivity of Exonuclease III made the
complete digestion of the template very unlikely and therefore unusable for this
study.
The change of template synthesis from ligation to PCR amplification allowed for
large amounts of identical DNA templates to be synthesised overnight with minimal
effort. The PCR template (Figure 2.2) differed from the ligated templates (Figure
2.1) in that it was less than half the length at 21 kb and had two 3’ ends. Thus, two
Exonuclease could load simultaneously, reducing the time taken for Exonuclease III
to completely digest the template. Characterisation of Exonuclease III on this
template was achieved at a range of concentrations from 1.6 nM up to 160 nM
(Figure 3.8 - 3.9), with the focus primarily on the digestion rate and processivity.
The saturation of the template occurred when the concentration was above 40 nM,
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with a digestion rate of 8 - 9 nt/s. This result compares well with the literature at
this temperature and salt concentration [14] [18] [36] for a single Exonuclease III
protein. However, the template has two accessible 3’ binding sites and therefore two
Exonuclease should bind onto the template. There were no events that exhibited
two distinct digestion rates, that would have occurred if two Exonuclease III
proteins loaded onto the template at separate times. Even at very low
concentrations of Exonuclease III (<10 nM) only a single digestion rate was
observed over the course of each trajectory. It is possible that Exonuclease III
associates fast enough that no difference could be observed or that Exonuclease III
rapidly associates and dissociates from the DNA showing as a constant rate. At the
concentration range of 40 nM - 160 nM the template had become saturated with
Exonucleases and it would be safe to assume that all available 3’ ends would be
occupied with a protein. Therefore, it is possible that one of the 3’ ends were
inaccessible to Exonuclease III either due to template design or protein footprint
which would explain the lower digestion rate.
The primary problem using Exonuclease III on the PCR template was that even with
two 3’ ends, the digestion rate of Exonuclease III was too low at saturation to digest
the entire template in a single binding event. With Exonuclease III being distributive
at 37°C [18], each Exonuclease was rapidly associating with and dissociating from
the template, which would be unsuitable for our needs. The long-term aim of this
study is to measure the effect of highly stable nucleases on the density of
processivity clamps on the DNA which cannot be done if the nuclease does not stay
strongly bound to the DNA template. Therefore, a more stable protein that can digest
the template in a single binding event is needed for further experiments.
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3.2 DNA Polymerase III
3.2.1

Aim

The goal of the experiments involving E. coli DNA Polymerase III was to
characterise its exonuclease rate and processivity, with the aim of obtaining a more
stable and processive protein than Exonuclease III. Ideally, Polymerase III needs to
be able to digest the entire 21 kb PCR template in a single binding event during the
flow-stretching assay to be viable for continued study.

3.2.2

Introduction

Polymerase III was chosen due to its very long processivity when bound to DNA
sliding clamps during replication [28] and its exonuclease proofreading subunit
[22]. The experiments reported in the previous chapter with Exonuclease III on the
ligated and repaired templates showed that both of those templates are unsuitable
for further use due to the single-stranded damage present on both. The 21 kb PCR
template was demonstrated to be free of nicks and suitable for further use.
Therefore, the focus of the DNA Polymerase III experiment was to characterise the
DNA digestion rate and processivity on the 21 kb template. Once a robust assay for
the 21 kb template was established further experiments were conducted to
measure processivity directly.

3.2.3

Polymerase III on the 21 kb Template

The first experiment conducted with Polymerase III was to test the digestion rate of
the  3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity of the core complex with the addition of the γ and
β subunits that increase processivity [24]. The experiment was conducted with the
protocol outlined in the Methods section and was comparable to the Exonuclease III
bead assay. The reaction mixture was changed to contain 1 mM ATP to allow the γ
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subunit to load β sliding clamps onto the DNA. As was the case with the Exonuclease
III, 1 mM of DTT was added to protect the proteins from oxidation. For Pol III 200
nM of β, 30 nM of γδ’δ, and 20 nM of αlεlθ was combined and kept on ice until the
recording started. αl and εl were mutant variants of the α and ε subunits that have a
stronger affinity to the β subunit [39]. For αl the binding affinity to β was increased
by altering residues 920-924 from QADMF to QLDLF [42]. εl binding affinity to β was
increased by altering the clamp-binding motive (CBM) region, increasing the
binding affinity to 500-fold that of wildtype ε [40][42][43]. Similar, the mutations
(A921L, M923L) in the CBM region increase αl binding affinity to β by 120-fold [44].
The stronger affinity of both αl and εl for β, was shown to increase both the
exonuclease activity and processivity of Polymerase III.

Two experiments were conducted at 20 nM of Polymerase III (Figure 3.14), both of
which producing relatively similar rates and processivity distributions. A T-test was
conducted on both rate distributions with a resulting P-value of 0.0248, giving good
confidence that the difference in distributions was significant.
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Figure 3.14: (a – c) Trajectories from the first experiment conducted with Polymerase III, reaction
concentrations for subunits were 200 nM of β, 30 nM of γδ’δ, and 20 nM of αlεlθ. (d and e) Digestion
rate and processivity distributions for the first experiment respectively. (f – h) Trajectories from the
second experiment with Polymerase III using identical conditions to the first. (i and j) Digestion rate
and processivity distributions for the second experiment using Polymerase III. Both digestion rate (d
and i) and processivity (e and j) distributions from each experiment compare very well, producing
consistent results.
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Both experiments conducted on Polymerase III were very successful, with a good
surface coverage and a high number of trajectories. Compared to Exonuclease III the
digestion rate of Pol III is faster with a much longer length of DNA digested. The
digestion rate recorded for each experiment was 17.2 ± 9.0 nt/s and 15.7 ± 8.4 nt/s
respectively. The difference in digestion rate between the two experiments is most
likely due to difference in the statistics with the second experiment having over four
times the number of events recorded. Other factors for the difference may include
pipette differences since the volumes used were in the low µl range. Most
trajectories showed that the total length of the events was approximately 8 kb to 10
kb, only about 50 percent of the total length of the template. Similar to the
Exonuclease III results on the PCR template, only one digestion rate was observed
per trajectory.

3.2.4

Polymerase III Processivity

An experiment was conducted with the aim to determine the processivity of
Polymerase III at the same conditions as the previous experiment. The assay similar
to the processivity experiment conducted for Exonuclease III involved the flowing
in of the reaction volume containing the proteins for 1200 seconds. Subsequently,
the buffer was exchanged for one containing no Polymerase III and the recording
continued until the new reaction volume had flowed through the flowcell
(approximately another 1000 seconds). The concentration of Pol III used in the
initial reaction mix was 200 nM of β, 30 nM of γδ’δ, and 20 nM of αlεlθ. The
expectation was that it would take approximately 250 seconds after the buffer
exchange for the new buffer to reach the flow cell at 15 µl/min (dead volume of inlet
tubing).
The results showed in Figure 3.15 suggest that Pol III can remain bound to DNA for
a large amount of time in a single binding event (trajectory 1). A large number of
trajectories were longer than 10 kb with a couple showing digestion upwards of 16
kb of the DNA template. This is longer than Exonuclease III that was distributive in
nature, although still not long enough to completely digest the entire template. The
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offset present in the digestion length (Figure 3.15) was caused the flow fluctuation
splitting some trajectories into multiple segments when analysed with the
changepoint analysis. Although some trajectories remained bound to the DNA long
after the buffer was exchanged, others disassociated within a couple hundred of
seconds. The rate at which Pol III disassociated after being removed from solution
was not investigated in this study but is mostly likely dependent on the temperature
and salinity of the solution.

Figure 3.15: A processivity experiment in which the buffer was exchanged at 1200 seconds. (Top)
Four trajectories from the buffer exchange experiment, note the fluctuation present at 1200
seconds signalling the exchange of buffer. (Bottom left and right) The digestion rate and digestion
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length distributions for Pol III, which compare well with previous Pol III experiments at this
concentration (Figure 3.14).

3.2.5

Magnesium to Manganese Buffer Exchange

It was suggested that the addition of Manganese ions as opposed to Magnesium ions
would increase the processivity of Polymerase III based off internal research
conducted on the  subunit [Dixon, personal communication][45]. A batch of
digestion buffer was made with 10 mM Manganese Chloride replacing the usual 10
mM Magnesium Chloride. An experiment was conducted in which Pol III was flowed
in using the traditional Magnesium buffer, which was replaced by a Manganese
buffer after 10 minutes containing the same concentration of Pol III. The
concentration of Pol III subunits used in both buffers was 200 nM of β, 30 nM of γδ’δ,
and 20 nM of αlεlθ, 0.1 mM DTT and 1 mM ATP was also present in both buffers.
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Figure 3.16: Results of the pre-assembly of Pol III in a magnesium ion buffer before the buffer was
exchanged for a manganese containing buffer. (Top) Four trajectories with flow fluctuations
present at 600 seconds matching buffer exchange. (Bottom left and right) The digestion rate and
digestion length distributions for Pol III during this experiment.

The experiment showed that once the manganese buffer entered the flowcell, Pol III
disassociated from the DNA within 300 seconds. This halted the digestion on the
template and was observed as a flattening out of the trajectory 200 seconds after
the buffer change (top four trajectory panels Figure 3.16). Similar to the processivity
experiment (Figure 3.15) the time taken to disassociated from the DNA appears to
vary from trajectory to trajectory. Some trajectories continued for hundreds of
seconds after the buffer exchange with other disassociating almost immediately. A
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difference between the two experiments was that Pol III is present in the manganese
buffer at the same concentration. Since no additional binding events occur after the
buffer exchange, Pol III has limited functionality in manganese buffer with no ability
to load to the DNA, even though exonuclease activity is maintained upon changing
the divalent cation in solution. Comparing the processivity of the magnesium buffer
containing Pol III to the blank buffer without Pol III we can see little change in
digestion rate once the active buffer was flowed out. These observations suggest
that the Pol III digesting DNA when the manganese enters the flow cell retains its
magnesium 2+ ions, well past the time it takes for magnesium to be displaced from
the flowcell and continues digesting until it enters a processivity-ending state. This
was evident in Figure 3.16 as all trajectories-maintained exonuclease activity more
than 200 seconds post the exchange in buffers.

3.2.6

Removing Divalent Cations

Two experiments were conducted on the 21 kb template using a buffer that
contained neither Magnesium nor Manganese ions. The aim of these experiments
was to identify the roll of divalent ions played Pol III binding the DNA. A small
amount of digestion buffer lacking divalent ions was mixed and filtered for use in
this experiment using the protocol for buffer production outlined in the Methods
section. Both experiments showed dramatically lower adhesion to the slide surface
with only a small number of DNA templates being present on the slide surface. A
flow reversal was performed to observe tethered DNA templates on the surface,
showing that the majority DNA on the surface was properly tethered. A reaction
volume of 500 µl of blank buffer, 1 mM ATP, 1 mM DTT, 200 nM of β, 30 nM of γδ’δ,
and 20 nM of αlεlθ was flowed into the flowcell to determine if Polymerase III was
active without divalent ions. The results showed no exonuclease activity from Pol III
in either experiment, confirming the requirement for magnesium.
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3.2.7

Pre-assembly with dNTPs

Measurement of the processivity in the presence of enzymes in solution that can
replace enzymes already on the DNA is challenging. Here, we set out to preassemble
DNA Pol III onto the DNA template using two dNTPs and rely on the enzyme’s ability
to cycle between exonuclease and polymerase modes to remain stably bound to the
3’ end. The two dNTPs used were adenine (dATP) and cytosine (dCTP) which were
used in the digestion buffer solution at 20 µM. Once the reaction is ready to start, the
dNTP buffer was replaced with a dNTP free digestion buffer. With the decrease of
dNTP concentration replication ceases and exonuclease activity starts.

Figure 3.17: A bead experiment with measuring the processivity of Pol III when preassembled on the
DNA using 20 µM of dCTP and dATP. (Top) Trajectories show the buffer exchange at approximately
300 seconds, with Pol III activity starting 200 seconds after buffer exchange. (Bottom) Digestion rate
and processivity distributions post buffer exchange.

The buffer was exchanged 300 seconds into the experiment, easily identifiable by
the flow fluctuation present at 300 seconds on all the trajectories in Figure 3.17.
Exonuclease activity begun approximately 200 seconds after the exchange at 15
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µl/min, which is consistent with the previous experiments conducted in this study
at that flowrate. A second experiment was repeated with a higher concentration of
dNTPs of 100 µM (Figure 3.18) of dCTP and dATP with the same conditions
otherwise.

Figure 3.18: Preassembly of Pol III on the DNA pre-assembled with 100 µM of dATP and dCTP. (Top)
Four trajectories from the experiment showing the Pol III activity after the buffer was exchanged and
the dNTPs flowed out. (Bottom) Digestion rate and processivity distributions post buffer exchange.

Comparing the two experiments shows that there was a slight decrease in digestion
rate and processivity with a higher concentration of dNTPs (23.2 nt/s compared to
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16.9 nt/s). The digestion rate of 16.9 ± 8.3 nt/s for the 100 µM experiment matches
well with the previous experiments conducted with this concentration of Pol III
subunits (15-17 nt/s). The higher digestion rate for the 20 µM dNTP experiment
could simply be variation between experiments or that the lower number of record
events produced a slightly higher average. Pre-assembly of Pol III on the DNA gave
further control over the experimental process but did not dramatically increase the
processivity as hoped. Trajectories using pre-assembled Pol III generally did have a
high quality when analysed and therefore it was decided that future experiments
would be pre-assembled.

3.2.8

Polymerase Alpha Wild type

A single experiment was conducted using wild type α. Previously an α mutant (αl)
was used which displays a stronger binding affinity to DNA (section 3.2.2). The aim
was to determine if there was a difference in binding and therefore processivity
between the two mutants. The experiment was conducted in the same manner as
previous Pol III bead assays on the 21 kb PCR template. 20 nM of αwt was substituted
into the reaction mix instead of the mutant αl, all other protein concentrations were
kept the same. Pol III was pre-assembled onto the template using 100 µM of dATP
and dCTP to synchronise event start time and attempt to increase processivity.
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Figure 3.19: Results from the αwt experiment, pre-assembled onto the DNA with 100 µM of dNTPs.
(Top) Trajectories show buffer exchange at 300 s, followed by Pol III activity. (Bottom) Digestion
rate and processivity distributions for αwt. Both processivity and digestion rate were noticeably
lower than αl shown in Figure 3.17.

The results from the αwt experiment (Figure 3.19) was comparable to Pol III
experiments conducted with the αl mutant (Figure 3.14). The trajectories
observed from αwt experiment were generally more distinct than that of αl but
otherwise very similar. αwt had a digestion rate of 14.2 ± 5.6 nt/s which was
noticeably lower than αl digestion rate of 17.2 ± 9.0 nt/s. The P-value obtained by
comparing the αwt experiment to αl conducted (Figure 3.14) was 0.020m displaying
a direct relationship between the two experiments. The processivity was lower for
αwt as expected compared to αl. αl was shown in Figure 3.15 to be able to digest
well over 10 kb of DNA over the course of an experiment. αwt generally was only
shown to digest less than 8 kb. The further use of αwt was not considered due to its
lower processivity than αl.

3.2.9

7 kb and 21 kb PCR Templates

With the measured processivity of Polymerase III on the 21 kb templates being on
average approximately 10 to 12 kb (half the length of the template), we designed a
shorter PCR template that would be less than half the length of the 21 kb template
was planned as a replacement. This PCR template had the same overall design as
the 21 kb template (Figure 2.2) with two 3’ binding sites but was shortened by
changing the digoxigenin PCR primer. The digoxigenin PCR primer was exchanged
for one closer to the biotin primer leaving the total length at 7 kb. The 7 kb PCR
template was synthesised using the same protocol as the 21 kb template, with
minor alterations in melting temperature and replication time to account for the
different primers and shorter total length. The resulting PCR template was ethanol
precipitated to remove excess primers before being aliquoted and stored at -20 °C
in TE buffer.
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Figure 3.20: The 7 kb PCR template, ran on an electrophoresis gel prior to purification.

The PCR template was quality tested in an electrophoresis gel (Figure 3.20) to
ensure that the PCR amplification protocol worked. A couple of µl of the 7 kb DNA
template was combined with 6X DNA loading dye in a 1X TAE buffer. The gel was
0.6% agarose with ethidium bromide with the exact protocol discussed in the
methods section. The template was run on the gel with a short DNA ladder to
compare the length. The length of the template produced matches well with the
expected length of DNA at 7 kb. A large amount of DNA primer was left over from
the PCR process which will be removed through ethanol precipitation [36]. Two
bead experiments were conducted with the new 7 kb template with identical
conditions to the original Pol III experiments conducted on the 21 kb template
(Section 3.2.3). Although the beads could be seen moving clearly on the screen
during a flow reversal (Figure 3.21). No activity was measured on either of the
experiments. A third high concentration experiment was conducted using a protein
concentration 2-fold higher. The reaction volume for this experiment contained 400
nM β, 60 nM of γδ’δ, and 40 nM of αlεlθ. Even though there was good coverage on
the DNA surface only a single active trajectory was observed. Considering the
amount of activity Pol III showed on the 21 kb template, it was unexpected to
observe very little activity on the 7 kb template. Given that the 7 kb template shares
a similar structure to the 21 kb template it was expected that it would perform in a
similar manner.
Flow reversals (Figure 3.21) were generally done before the beginning of the
recorded after the excess beads had be flowed out. They were essential in
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determining the quality of the slide as they easily allowed for the identification of
appropriately tethered beads. Flow reversals were done by carefully raising the airspring above the flowcell for 2 seconds before lowering it back in place. This
reversed the flow for a short duration while maintaining laminar flow in the flow
cell. Tethered beads during a reversal would shift back and forth with the flow,
which was recorded and averaged using ImageJ software. The recorded .tif image fil
stacks were intensity averaged using ImageJ. Tethered beads appeared as two beads
next two each other adjoined with a lighter line. Non-specifically bound DNA will
only appear as a stationary dot.

Figure 3.21: (Left) A section of the flowcell with both non-specifically bound DNA and tethered 7 kb
templates (outlined in red). (Right) A comparison to a flow reversal from Pol III using the 21 kb
template with tethered beads outlined in red.

The lack of activity of Pol III on the 7 kb template lead us to believe that there could
be a problem with the PCR process used to synthesis the DNA. A control experiment
for the biotin primer was to determine how well the template attaches to a
streptavidin coated slide. Fluorescence microscopy was used to observe the two
templates on the surface in real time. If the 7 kb template has a non-functional biotin
primer, then the template will not be able to attach properly to the surface and it
won’t be observed.
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Figure 3.22: Fluorescent images of the 21 kb (left) and 7 kb (right) templates when flown onto a
streptavidin coated slide and fluoresced with sytox orange. The large signal present in the centre of
the images was due to uneven alignment and was unnecessary to troubleshoot as the DNA
templates are clearly present in the rest of the image.

The concentration of each DNA template was determined using a Nanodrop
spectrophotometer, as 61.1 ng/µl for the 21 kb template and 132.4 ng/µl for the 7
kb template. While maintaining flow 10 ng/µl of both DNA templates were loaded
into a fluorescence flow cell. The buffer was exchanged for containing Sytox Orange
and no DNA. Sytox Orange is an intercalating dye that fluoresces when illuminated
with a 514 nM laser at 0.41 W/cm2. Several fields of views were imaged at a flowrate
of 15 µl/min for 10 to 20 seconds before Sytox Orange photo-bleached causing
double stranded DNA breaks. The length of the templates was calculated on ImageJ
by measuring each templated individually and averaging across the population.
Comparing the two images in Figure 3.22 we can clearly see the individual 21 kb
templates being stretched out by the flow to their full length. The 7 kb template is
less stretched being less than a third of the 21 kb template, but this could be due to
the lower flow force due to its length. Both templates coat the surface of the template
consistently with the 7 kb template having a slightly higher surface density. This
experiment provided some additional insight into our two templates, as on the bead
microscopy we cannot view the DNA directly. It showed us that both DNA templates
bind well to a functionalised surface and that the biotin primer is intact and
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functional. It therefore could be the digoxigenin bead that is limiting activity on the
7 kb template.
An experiment was devised that would determine the activity of the digoxigenin
primer by testing how well it adheres to the 2.8 µm anti-digoxigenin beads used for
the bead assays. If the primers were functional, they would associate to the beads
which could be disassociated after washing using heat treatment. Two 25 µl of 1
µg/µl aliquot of digoxigenin beads were sonicated to removed clumps and placed
into a magnetic holder to separate the beads from the supernatant. The supernatant
was removed by pipetted and the beads washed with 45 µl of magnesiumcontaining digestion buffer before being sonicated again. The supernatant was
removed a second time and the beads washed with another 45 µl of digestion buffer.
A 10 µM solution of each oligo was made by mixing 2 µl of 100 µM solution in 18 µl
of magnesium digestion buffer. 2 µl of 10 µM DNA solution was added to one aliquot
of washed beads for each DNA template. The DNA-bead solution was incubated
overnight at room temperature using an automated mixer. Once the incubation had
finished the beads were precipitated out of solution using the magnetic holder. The
supernatant was removed and preserved for the agarose gel. The beads were
washed twice more in 50 µl of digestion buffer with the supernatant being saved
before being resuspended in 20 µl of digestion buffer. The original supernatant and
both wash steps were spun down by vacuum evaporation to a total volume of 25 µl
each. The resuspended beads were heat treated at 85 °C for 20 minutes to inactivate
the digoxigenin antibodies attaching the DNA primers to the beads. This produced
three 20 µl aliquots for each DNA primer, the original supernatant, the two wash
steps and the heated treated beads. A fourth aliquot containing 2 µl of 10 µM DNA
each DNA primer was made for a control.
Each aliquot and two aliquots of DNA ladder had 4 µl of 6x DNA loading dye added.
A 2% agarose was made with 10 channels. Each aliquot was deposited into a channel
with the outer two channels containing the DNA ladder. The gel was run at 70 V for
100 minutes. The gel was stained using SYBR Gold for 2 hours before being imaged
(Figure 3.23).
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Figure 3.23: The agarose gel used to determine the functionality of both digoxigenin primers. Both
the 7 kb and 21 kb primers (outermost lanes) have comparable adherence to the digoxigenin
functionalised beads.

The results from the gel showed that both primers were functional and freely bind
to digoxigenin beads, as both heats treated beads lanes showed equal presence of
digoxigenin primers. Although no quantitative analysis was conducted on the gel
the approximately equal intensity from the heat-treated bead lanes suggests that
both primers are equally active. The 7 kb and 21 kb primer lanes (outside two
lanes) contained the same concentration of DNA primers as was used to incubate
initially with the dynabeads. The intensity of these two lanes is higher than that of
the respective heat-treated lane, however some excess primer was present in the
supernatant. Since the digoxigenin primers for both PCR templates have equal
activity, they cannot be the direct reason for the lower activity of DNA Pol III
enzyme on the 7 kb template.
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3.2.10

DNA Polymerase III Summary

E. coli DNA Polymerase III proved to be effective at digesting the 21 kb template
compared to Exonuclease III. Pol III had a significantly higher digestion rate (20 nt/s
compared to 8 nt/s) which matches well with literature [21][22]. The processivity
of Pol III was directly measured and found to be several thousand base pairs in a
single binding event but with a large amount of variance. With most Pol III events
lasting over 10 kb, a large amount of the template was being effectively digested.
However, we were still not able to increase the processivity of Pol III past 16 kb
leaving 25% of the template undigested. Experiments were conducted with two
different buffers (no divalent ions and manganese ions) to test the effect on both the
processivity and digestion rate of Pol III. Both buffers prevented Pol III from binding
to the DNA but did not appear prohibit activity if Pol III was pre-assembled onto the
DNA prior to the buffer exchange. Experiments conducted with pre-assembling Pol
III onto the template using dNTPs proved to be an effective way to carry out
experiments. When Pol III was pre-assembled in this way the trajectories were more
synchronised and less prone to noise. Two concentrations of dNTPs were tested (20
µM and 100 µM), with 100 µM being slightly more suitable for continued
experiment. At 100 µM dNTPs the pre-assembly of Pol III on the DNA was more
stable, with less chance that it began nuclease activity before intended.
Although Pol III performed very well on the 21 kb template it was still not able to
completely digest the template in a single binding event. Most observed trajectories
had digestion lengths up to approximately 16 kb, which was over 75% of the total
template. Although this seemed promising, the actual processivity of single Pol III
binding events is far shorter (Figure 3.15). Individual binding events varied in
length from a couple of thousand nucleotides to up to 10 kb. Although no
experimental work was conducted on the dependencies of Pol III binding, literature
would suggest that buffer salinity and temperature could be significant factors. With
Pol III being unable to digest the entire template in a single binding event, as shorter
template was designed which could be more easily and quickly digested.
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The templates length was 7kb and used the same structure as the 21 kb template.
Experiments on this template with Pol III proved to be fruitless as the template had
difficulty properly tethering the slide surface and any tethers that did occur didn’t
display any activity after analysis. Several experiments were attempted in varying
both the concentration of DNA and Pol III in the reaction volume. Neither change
resulted in any observable alteration in the results for Pol III.
We believed that the low binding efficiencies of the 7 kb template to be due to either
the biotin or digoxigenin oligos used during the PCR process. The 7 kb and 22 kb
templates share the same biotin oligo and therefore it was tested first. Two equal
concentrations of each template were observed directly on a fluorescence
microscope (Figure 3.22). Both appeared to have comparable binding efficiencies
with the surface. The digoxigenin oligo was tested directly by heat treating beads
incubated with the oligo, determining the amount of oligo capable of binding to the
beads. Again, both the 7 kb and 21 kb oligos showed similar binding efficiency. Since
both the biotin and digoxigenin oligos function well on both the 7 kb and 21 kb
template there must another reason to explain its lower efficiency. Although
untested, the lower efficiency of the 7 kb template could be due to the shorter length
making the 5’ digoxigenin end inaccessible to the bead from solution during an
experiment.
Due to the failure of the 7 kb template and the lower than required processivity of
Pol III, the next Chapter focuses on the characterisation of an alternative
exonuclease that is more processive than Pol III on the 21 kb template.
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3.3
3.3.1

Exonuclease V (RecBCD)
Aim

The aim of the experiments involving E. coli RecBCD was to characterise its
processivity and digestion rate. This work was conducted on both the 21 kb and 7
kb PCR templates using the flow-stretching assay with the goal of digesting each
template in a single binding event.

3.3.2

Introduction

With the previous results from E. coli Exonuclease III and Polymerase III, a protein
that could digest the entire DNA template was still desired. Exonuclease III was
highly distributive and does not meet our standard initially established for a
nuclease that would processivity digest the entire length of the template. Pol III
was more processive than Exo III but also is not capable of digesting the full 21 kb
template. Furthermore, Pol III did not show any activity on the shorter 7 kb PCR
template despite the template functioning on a bulk ensemble level. RecBCD was
the protein chosen as a suitable replacement for Pol III. RecBCD was chosen for its
rapid 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity and its long processivity. RecBCD was reported to
have a maximum digestion rate of 972 ± 172 base pairs per second on double
stranded DNA, capable of digesting upwards of 42 kb in a single binding event [37].
These properties make it ideal for the bead assay previously attempted with
Exonuclease III and Polymerase III.

3.3.3

RecBCD on the 21 kb Template

The first experiment conducted with RecBCD was to test its activity on the 21 kb PCR
template. Both Exonuclease III and Polymerase III showed excellent activity on the
21 kb template but were unable to digest the entire template in a single binding
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event. The RecBCD used for this study was purchased from New England Biolabs
(NEB) with both ATP and NEBuffer 4. The concentration of RecBCD was listed at
10,000 units/ml, with 1 unit being the amount of RecBCD required to produce 1
nmol of acid soluble deoxyribonucleotide from double-stranded within 30 minutes
at 37 °C [38].

NEBuffer 4 was a 10x buffer that contained 50 mM potassium acetate, 20 mM Tris
acetate, 10 mM magnesium acetate, and 1mM DTT @ pH 7.9. NEBuffer 4 was
supplied by NEB for use with RecBCD and was used in place of magnesium digestion
buffer used for most of the previous bead experiments. Both buffers contain Mg2+
which is necessary for the exonuclease activity of RecBCD [37] and have a similar
total concentration of dissolved salts. Digestion buffer was used for experimental
setup, such as flowing in the DNA template, beads and for cleaning buffer. NEBuffer
4 was flowed into the flowcell during the pre-reaction wash step to ensure that all
digestion buffer had been removed from the channel and during the final reaction
volume.
The suggestion from NEB was to use 1 µl (10 units) of RecBCD in solution for every
1 µg of DNA used [38]. Previously, it was determined less than 100 ng of DNA
template adheres to the surface when flown through the flowcell. Therefore 100 nl
(1 units) of RecBCD would be the minimum concentration to saturate the DNA
template on the surface. For complete saturation of the DNA template an excess of
1 µl (10 units) of RecBCD was used in the reaction volume. The reaction volume
consisted of 50 µl of NEBuffer 4, 50 µl of 10 mM ATP, and 1 µl (10 units) RecBCD
diluted into 399 µl of distilled water. Both BSA and DTT were stated as not needed
in assay.
The experiment was analysed using the Python pipeline in a similar manner to
previous experiments. The only exception was the need to have a higher rate filter
for RecBCD compared to Exonuclease III and Polymerase III. RecBCD has a peak
digestion rate of about 1000 nt/s [37], approximately 50 times faster than either
Exonuclease III or Polymerase III. Therefore, the filtering parameters for digestion
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rate needed to be raised to over 1000 nt/s to compensate (previously at 100 nt/s to
removed bumps or random bead movements). This allows for better measurement
of RecBCD, but spurious artefactual movements of the bead during the experiment
were registered as activity. To compensate for a higher amount of noise, a larger
sigma (σ fine) value was used for the change point analysis (approximately 2000
compared to the usual 500). A larger σ fine value decreases the sensitivity of the
analysis, requiring a larger change in rate before a changepoint is determined. The
result was a lower total number of events with only a single rate event being
recorded per event. This minimises noise, but with only a single rate measured per
trajectory as smaller rate changes are missed.
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Figure 3.24: (Top) Four trajectories of RecBCD from the experiment. (Bottom) The digestion rate and
processivity distributions for 1 µl (10 units) of RecBCD on the 21 kb template. A larger σ fine value of
2000 was used to minimise the effect of noise on the distributions.

Analysis of the results showed some unique results compared to both Exonuclease
III and Polymerase III. The digestion rate for RecBCD was measured at 771 ± 468
nt/s, well above either Exo III or Pol III which recorded rates of 10-20 nt/s (Figure
3.24). The processivity of RecBCD on the 21 kb was recorded at over 9500 nt, longer
than either Exo III or Pol III (~5000 nt). Many trajectories were recorded as
digesting the entire length of the 21 kb template. From this experiment 2 trajectories
out of 51 total trajectories were measured to completely digest the 21 kb template.
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Although this result was promising, a higher ratio of completely digested
trajectories to total trajectories was still required to move forward. A ratio of at least
25% completed trajectories (currently at ~5%) would be ideal to minimise the
number of experiments needed.
A second experiment was conducted with a greater excess of RecBCD to determine
if the DNA template on the surface were being appropriately saturated with RecBCD,
and how this would affect the digestion rate and processivity. The experiment was
setup as previously with 1 µl (10 units) of 21 kb PCR template used in combination
with 1 µl (1 µg) of digoxigenin beads. The concentration of RecBCD in the reaction
volume was increased from 1 µl to 10 µl (10 units to 100 units) to saturate the
template. The reaction volume consisted of 50 µl of 10x NEBuffer 4 and 50 µl of 10
mM ATP was added to 390 µl of distilled water and placed on ice. When the
microscope was ready to start recording 10 µl (100 units) of RecBCD was mixed into
the reaction volume and flowed into the flowcell. The image sequence was analysed
in a similar manner to the previous RecBCD experiment with a rate limit of over
1000 nt/s and a higher σ value.
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Figure 3.25: (Top) Four trajectories of RecBCD from the experiment. (Bottom) The digestion rate,
processivity and start time distributions for 10 µl (100 units) of RecBCD.

The second RecBCD experiment (Figure 3.25) was more successful than the
previous experiment, with a higher volume of trajectories being observed (267 as
opposed to 51). However, this difference is most likely due to variations between
slides, not an increase in RecBCD activity. The digestion rate of RecBCD at 10 µl (100
units) was measured as 701 ± 434 nt/s and the mean digestion length were
measured as 9900 nt. The digestion rate and length were comparable to the 1 µl (10
unit) experiment except the larger sample size would suggest a more consistent
result. The improvement in event count was most likely due to better slide coverage,
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as opposed to be solely due to increased activity due to the higher RecBCD
concentration.
Following this result, it was decided to conduct an experiment with RecBCD at an
even higher concentration. This experiment aimed to determine the highest limit of
RecBCD activity with an extreme RecBCD concentration of 30 (300 units) µl of
RecBCD used in the reaction volume. The expectation was that this concentration of
RecBCD would produce a similar result to the previous result with 10 µl (100 units)
of RecBCD, with the template being entirely saturated. The same experimental
procedure as the previous two experiments was followed, with the reaction volume
consisting of 30 µl (300 units) of RecBCD, 50 µl of NEBuffer 4, 50 µl of 10 mM ATP,
and 370 µl of distilled water.
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Figure 3.26: (Top) Four trajectories from the 30 µl (300 unit) RecBCD experiment. (Bottom) The
digestion rate, processivity and start time distributions for RecBCD.

Results from the 30 µl (300 units) RecBCD experiment showed a lower overall
digestion rate than the two previous experiments, with an average digestion rate of
611 ± 390 nt/s (Figure 3.26). The digestion length for this experiment was just over
10,000 nt, which was comparable to the previous RecBCD experiments. The total
number of active trajectories was slighter higher than previous experiments;
however, again this was due to slide variation and not RecBCD activity.
Approximately 10 (3%) trajectories completely digested the 21 kb template which
is in line with the previous two experiments.
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RecBCD on the 21 kb template performed far better than either Exo III or Pol III. The
processivity recorded from the three experiments on the template showed that
RecBCD was able to digest through the entirety of the template several times in each
experiment. Multiple trajectories in each experiment (Figure 3.24, 3.25, and 3.26)
showed a total length over 20 kb, but this was only a small proportion of the total
number of trajectories (2% - 4%). Most trajectories showed a digestion length of
approximately 10 kb which would be ideal if this result could be replicated on the 7
kb template.

3.3.4

RecBCD on the 7 kb Template

With the increased processivity of RecBCD on the 21 kb template an experiment was
conducted on the 7 kb template with the aim to digest through the entire template.
RecBCD experiments conducted on the 21 kb template (Figure 3.24, 3.25, & 3.26)
showed that over 50% of trajectories were capable of digesting over 10 kb of the 21
kb template. If RecBCD would function similarly on the 7 kb template, it would be
expected that RecBCD would be consistently able to digest the full template. The 7
kb template had previously had activity issues with Pol III but functioned well with
Exonuclease III.
The experimental protocol was conducted identically to the previous RecBCD with
1 µl (130 ng) of 7 kb PCR template used in place of the 1 µl (65 ng) of 21 kb template.
The reaction volume consisted of 3 µl (30 units) of RecBCD, 50 µl of ATP and
NEBuffer 4. Analysis was conducted with a similar max rate filter of over 1000 nt/s.
Special care was taken with the 7 kb template when flowing it into the flowcell. To
obtain optimal coverage on the slide, the DNA mixture was flowed into the flowcell
at 5 µl/min and the bead solution flowed at 10 µl/min. This was done to slow down
flow and allow the template/bead to sink and attach to the glass surface. A gentle
flow reversal was completed after the beads had been flowed out to test for properly
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tethered beads during each experiment. If there was a lack of good coverage present
on the surface, the flowcell was scrapped and the experiment repeated.

Figure 3.27: The only trajectory observed from several experiments with RecBCD on the 7 kb
template.

The results for RecBCD on the 7 kb template were disappointing as only a single
trajectory was recorded that showed any detectable RecBCD activity. This could be
attributed to the same issue that this template had with Polymerase III. A higher
concentration experiment was conducted to try and push the equilibrium towards
favouriting exonuclease activity in case the reaction was limited by concentration.
30 µl (300 units) of RecBCD was used in the reaction volume with 50 µl of ATP and
NEBuffer 4 as before. In this case only two trajectories were detected from the 30
µl experiment shown in Figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.28: Two trajectories observed from the 30 µl (300 units) assay with the 7 kb template, out
of the thousands of tethered beads in the FOV.

3.3.5

RecBCD Bulk Experiments

The continued lack of activity of RecBCD on the 7 kb template compared to the 21
kb template during the bead assay prompted us to implement bulk-phase control
experiments. Previous control experiments with both the biotin and digoxigenin
oligos showed that both these oligos function well independently outside of the bead
assay (section 3.2.8, Figure 3.23). We then set out to design bulk experiment to
compare the activity of RecBCD on both the 7 kb and 21 kb templates on an
electrophoresis gel, with the ends of the DNA bound to streptavidin to mimic the
surface conditions in the single-molecule experiments.

To test the difference in activity of RecBCD on both the 21 kb and 7 kb templates an
electrophoresis gel was performed. In which RecBCD will digest both templates
separately at 37 °C for 30 minutes before the resulting solution will be run on an
agarose gel to determine if any undigested DNA remains. The protocol used for this
assay is described in the method section 2.2.11. The resulting gel (Figure 3.29)
shows that both the 7 kb and 21 kb PCR templates (middle right and left) were both
completely digested in the 30 min reaction time. At a peak digestion rate of
approximately 1000 nt/s [37], RecBCD would have digested the entire template in
less than 30 seconds. Since the experiment did not record what occurred within the
first minute of the reaction it was possible that information was lost.
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Figure 3.29: The first bulk experiment conducted using RecBCD. This gel compared the efficiency of
RecBCD to digest both the 21 kb and 7 kb PCR templates. The outer two lanes are the λ DNA hindIII
ladder.

A second experiment was conducted with the aim of creating a time course of
RecBCD digesting the 7 kb template over a total 8 minutes. This was conducted
using the same protocol with adjustments made to accommodate the different
number of wells required for RecBCD. The reaction volume consisted of 73 µl of
NEBuffer 4 and 6.8 µl (900 ng) of 7kb PCR DNA mixed thoroughly on ice. While the
reaction volume remained on ice, 10 µl of LES buffer was aliquoted into 6 separate
1.7 ml tubes. The reaction mix containing 73 µl of NEBuffer 4 and 6.8 µl (900 ng) of
7 kb PCR template was mixed in a single tube and placed on ice. 5.1 µl of RecBCD
was added to the reaction mix and quickly mixed, 10 µl of the reaction mix was
added to one aliquot of 10 µl LES buffer to quench the reaction for a zero-time
point. The reaction volume was placed onto a preheated 37 °C heat block to begin
the reaction. At regular time points (doubling each time after 30 s) 10 µl of the
RecBCD reaction was pipetted out and added to an aliquot of LES buffer quenching
the reaction. The time course was loaded into a 0.66% agarose gel and stained
with SYBR Gold for two hours (Figure 3.31).
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Figure 3.30: Second time course of RecBCD reaction with 7 kb DNA template. The reaction was kept
on ice until immediately before the addition of RecBCD. The DNA template is clearly digested well
before the 60 second lane showing the high activity of RecBCD on this template.

The results from the gel showed that RecBCD was partially active at 4 °C with the
concentration of DNA being lower than that of the control. After 30 seconds the
entire template had been digested by RecBCD with no 7 kb band being present in
the gel. The peak digestion rate for RecBCD is approximately 1000 nt/s [37] and
with the 7 kb template we would expect that the template should be digested
within 10 seconds. It would be impractical for a faster 10 s time-point, but it is
clear from Figure 3.31 that RecBCD is fully capable of digesting the 7 kb template.
A final bulk experiment was conducted to test if the addition of neutravidin blocks
RecBCD activity on the 7 kb template. Previous experiments had shown that
RecBCD could digest the 7 kb template within 30 seconds without neutravidin
which was used during the bead assays (Figure 3.30, 3.29 & 3.31). The experiment
was conducted similar to the previous bulk experiment with two reaction volumes,
one with neutravidin and the other without. Based off the previous experiment
(Figure 3.31) only a 0 s and 30 s time-points were taken since the reaction should
run to completion in this time. The reaction volumes consisted of 0.8 µl (100 ng) of
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the 7 kb PCR template, 34.4 µl NEBuffer 4 and 2.4 µl (24 units) RecBCD (added
last). The neutravidin volume had an additional 1.2 µl (1.2 µg) of neutravidin. Both
volumes were reacted using the same procedure as the previous experiment.

Figure 3.31: A control experiment conducted to determine if streptavidin (neutravidin) had an
observable effect on the activity of RecBCD. Comparing the left three (no neutravidin) and right
three (neutravidin) lanes, there is not a significant difference in RecBCD activity.

The resultant gel (showed in Figure 3.32) displayed little difference in the activity of
RecBCD in the presence of neutravidin. Comparing the lanes that did not contain
neutravidin (left) we can see that RecBCD has started to digest the 7 kb template at
the 0 s time point but does not finish digestion by the 30 s point. The lanes that did
contain neutravidin (right) show a small amount of template digestion by the 0 s
time point and near complete digestion by the 30 s point. Previous ensemble
experiments conducted with RecBCD on the 7 kb template have shown similar
results, with complete digestion occurring in less than 60 seconds (Figure 3.31).
Surprisingly, comparing the left lanes with the right lanes we can see that the
neutravidin lanes showed a greater amount of template digestion at each
comparable time point. This could suggest a greater activity of RecBCD in the
presence of neutravidin. However, this difference was more likely due to the
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reaction volume not warming up as fast as expected, since both reactions were kept
on ice prior to the addition and mixing of RecBCD.

3.3.6

RecBCD Summary

E. coli RecBCD (Exonuclease V) offered an attractive solution to the problems
encountered with the previous two proteins. RecBCD’s significantly longer
processivity and faster exonuclease rate compared to Pol III and Exo III had the
potential to provide a suitable base for further experimentation. However, even with
the longer processivity, RecBCD was not able to consistently digest the entire 21 kb
template with less than 5% of total trajectories reaching completion. Increasing
RecBCD’s concentration did not further increase processivity on the template with
RecBCD saturating the flowcell at 1-2 µl (10 – 20 units). The digestion rate for
RecBCD did not change with concentration past the initial experiment of 1 µl (10
units). Comparing the measured digestion rate of approximately 770 ± 468 nt/s to
the literature rate of 1000 nt/s [37] we can see a small disparity. The lower rate
measured in our experiments could be due to a difference in buffer, as NEBuffer 4
varied from the buffer used in literature. Interestingly, the digestion rate
determined in the bead-stretching assay matches the digestion rate of a singular
RecBCD more closely than two individual proteins digesting from either end of the
template as expected. Furthermore, if two proteins were to load onto the template
and digest simultaneously, we would expect two distinct rates measured in the
digestion rate histogram. None of the histograms obtained for RecBCD display this
behaviour leading to the conclusion that only a single protein was able to bind to
one of the 3’ ends. Pol III exhibited a similar behaviour with no dual rate trajectories
being identified and a digestion rate that matched well with the expected.
To alleviate the low percentage of complete template digestions, RecBCD was
trialled using the bead stretching assay on the shorter 7 kb template with minimal
success. Given the previous issues the 7 kb template has had with Pol III this was
not unexpected. We suspect given the complete lack of activity on this template for
both RecBCD and Pol III, there must be something fundamentally wrong with the
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binding sites that is not experienced by Exo III. Given the shorter length of the
template, the amount of access to either of the 3’ end could be hindered by the
surrounding PEG molecules on the surface. This theory is partially supported by the
previous observation that no dual rate trajectories were observed suggesting that
one of the binding sites was inaccessible. Further, experimentation would be needed
to test exactly which of the 3’ binding sites are inaccessible.
To test this, bulk experiments were undertaken with both the 7 kb and 21 kb
templates in combination to RecBCD. Results showed that RecBCD will very quickly
digest either template, completely digesting the templates in a matter of seconds.
Exact digestion rates were difficult to characterise. However, the entire 7 kb
template was completely digested within 30 seconds at 37 °C, which aligns well with
our previously measured digestion rates (section 3.3.2).
Although RecBCD was expected to be the solution to the low processivity exhibited
by the previous two proteins and results showed it could digest the entire 21 kb
template. The failure to function on the 7 kb template at all and the limited time left
to complete experimental work forced a conclusion to further RecBCD
experimentation. If further time were available, more experimentation would be
undertaken on RecBCD with the aim to increase the percentage of completely
digested templates. This could be accomplished by reducing template length from
21 kb to 10-14 kb or by altering reaction conditions to favour processivity.
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Chapter 4
General Discussion and Conclusion
This study aimed to utilise single-molecule techniques to exonucleases acting on
double-stranded DNA. The overall goal of this project was to use a highly
processive exonuclease to move multiple copies of freely sliding processivity
clamps along the DNA and ultimately compress them into a short DNA stretch. The
work described in this thesis aimed to use single-molecule mechanical stretching
techniques in conjunction with more traditional bulk and ensemble assays to
characterise the processivities of three different exonucleases.

Three nuclease proteins were examined during this study: E. coli Exonuclease III, E.
coli DNA Polymerase III, and E. coli RecBCD. Each protein was investigated to
determine the efficiency with which the proteins digest through a length of dsDNA,
measuring primarily the digestion rate and the total length of digestion (apparent
processivity). Ideally, the nuclease would be able to fully digest the entire template
in a single binding even at a moderate digestion rate. Experiments conducted with
Exonuclease III showed it was a robust nuclease protein capable of digesting several
kb of the 21 kb template, albeit at a slow pace of 4-10 nt/s. Exonuclease III’s
processivity however was far shorter than expected. An assay was conducted to
determine the processivity of single Exonuclease III binding event, using a variation
of the bead-stretching assay in which the reaction volume is flowed out and replaced
with a protein-free buffer. Results observed no exonuclease activity past the buffer
exchange, highlighting the highly distributive nature of Exonuclease III. The
digestion rate observed on the unrepaired DNA template was higher than expected
(~40 nt/s compared to 8 nt/s) and this was hypothesised to be due to multiple
Exonuclease III proteins binding to 3’ nicks simultaneously. This hypothesis was
supported by the repaired and PCR templates both having lower digestion rates at
the same concentration (22nt/s and 10 nt/s respectively). Some attempts were
made to observe this behaviour by examining the change in digestion rate of
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Exonuclease III at extremely low concentrations (~2 nM) on the PCR template.
Theoretically, at a low concentration the association rate for Exonuclease III would
be slow enough to observe exactly when a protein binds to the DNA and begins
digestion. This phenomenon would have been observed as a double peaked normal
distribution on the digestion rate histograms as each PCR template can only bind a
maximum of 2 Exonuclease III proteins. However, due to the low concentrations and
the relative sensitivity of the apparatus, no such change was observed.
DNA Polymerase III was chosen as an alternative nuclease for Exonuclease III.
Previous research has shown that the DNA Polymerase III core is an efficient and
highly processive nuclease [24]. Experiments were conducted using Pol III core on
the same 21 kb template as previously used with Exonuclease III (Figure 3.14).
Results showed modest improvements in digestion rate and a large increase in
processivity when compared to Exonuclease III [20 nt/s compared to 8 nt/s].
Although processivity was improved, the 21 kb template was too long to be digested
in a single binding event. Experiments were conducted with pre-assembling Pol III
onto the template with dNTPs and changes in the divalent cation present in the
digestion buffer (changed from Mg2+ to Mn2+), but these alternative conditions had
only minor effects. A shorter 7 kb template was produced which would be shorter
enough for Pol III to digest in a single event. Pol III showed no activity on the shorter
template, possible due to limited access to either of the 3’ ends. As a consequence of
the altered geometry due to the DNA length becoming comparable to the bead
diameter, unanticipated steric effects could inhibit access to the DNA ends.
RecBCD was the final nuclease protein examined as part of this study. RecBCD’s
primary function is as a DNA helicase with exonuclease activity, with a high
digestion rate and extensive processivity [~1000 nt/s up to 42 kb of DNA [37].
Indeed, we observe highly processive RecBCD activity on the 21 kb template with
only 10% percentage of trajectories per experiment completely digesting the 21 kb
template. RecBCD was tested on the 7 kb template with no observed activity. Given
RecBCD’s activity on the 21 kb template, there must be some fundamental issue with
the design of 7 kb template. RecBCD experiments were conducted in bulk assays
with the 7 kb template showing activity with each template completely digested
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within 3 seconds of total reaction time that aligned well with literature [37]. Due to
time constraints, further experimentation with RecBCD was not pursued.
The bead-stretching assay which was the primary method of data collection during
this study proved to be a double-edged sword. In one regard the high data
throughput proved highly successful, providing many individual trajectories once
an experiment worked. But the assay proved difficult to troubleshoot. With no direct
visualisation of the DNA, troubleshooting issues directly with the template proved
challenging. Eventually, bulk ensemble assays were used to diagnose issues, often
only providing partial answers. Fluorescence microscopy to directly image the DNA
proved a valuable method to provide information of template quality. The beadstretching assay had a high fail rate due to problem in setup of the flowcell that made
troubleshooting time consuming. The most common failures would have been air
bubbles entering the flowcell through gaps in the PDMS or tubing and beads not
tethering properly to the slide due to surface functionalisation problems. To help
prevent bubble formation we used mineral oil as a sealant and regularly cleaned
PDMS wafers. Although fluorescence microscopy cannot be implemented directly
into the bead assay, it would be possible to perform similar experiments on a
fluorescence microscope if an appropriate fluorophore could be attached to
Exonuclease III (or Pol III/RecBCD) without hindering its activity. This would have
a far lower data output than the bead assay but would allow the direct observation
of the exonuclease protein and DNA simultaneously.
The outcomes of this study provide a solid foundation for further experimentation.
In particular, the identification and characterisation of a highly processive
exonuclease will allow implementation of the next phase of the project: loading of
β-clamps onto the dsDNA and their compression by the exonuclease. The changes in
rate and processivity of the exonuclease as it ‘pushes’ against an increasing number
of β clamps will provide a unique opportunity to establish a nanoscopic model
system for a one-dimensional gas. The β clamps could be seen as particles freely
diffusing along one dimension and the progressing nuclease can be thought of as a
piston compressing the gas.
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